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Abstract

High surface area nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) are fabricated using glanc-

ing angle deposition (GLAD) thin films as the high surface area layer. The GLAD

films are deposited on already-released NEMS cantilevers and doubly clamped beams

(DCBs) with good uniformity. The resonance frequencies of the coated devices are

lower than uncoated NEMS due to mass loading. The resonance frequencies of the

coated cantilevers can be predicted accurately. The resonance frequencies of the

DCBs are difficult to predict because of compressive stress in the substrate from

which the devices are fabricated. The quality factors of the coated devices are ap-

proximately one order of magnitude smaller than the uncoated devices due to a

semi-continuous layer at the base of the GLAD film. The GLAD film introduces a

compressive stress of 5.3–9.3 MPa. The quantification of the stress introduced by

the GLAD indicates that these devices may also be useful as stress sensors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Fifty years ago, “nanotechnology” was something from a science fiction novel. Now,

micro- and nanotechnology are commonplace in our everyday world. Computers,

which we use for almost everything including writing, communication, mathemat-

ics, and entertainment, have ushered in a new era of miniaturization. One category

of devices that has been swept up in the trend towards miniaturization is sensors.

Sensors are used to connect electronics to the physical world. They take in infor-

mation from their surrounding environment, often resulting in a physical change to

the sensor. This information is transformed into an electronic signal that can be

transmitted to a controller.

One subset of sensing technology is gas sensors. These sensors detect the pres-

ence, and often the concentration, of specific gases. Gas sensors are also subject to

miniaturization. Smaller sensors are cheaper to manufacture, and so more of them

can be used. In industrial settings where fast detection of hazardous gases can save

lives, the deployment of more gas sensors is an important safety measure. For ex-

ample, the detection of H2S is of crucial importance in many oil and gas operations.

In addition to the decreased cost, smaller gas sensors are often more sensitive than

larger sensors. As the size of the detector decreases, it becomes more comparable

to the size of the gas particles. A single particle can, therefore, have a large influ-

ence on a small sensor, and cause the sensor to positively identify the presence of

the gas. In contrast, larger sensors may require the observation of many particles

before the sensor can respond. High sensitivity is desirable so that trace amounts

of hazardous gases can be easily detected. By detecting trace amounts of carbon

monoxide, sensors in homes could give residents early notice of the hazard.

In addition to industrial or residential applications, highly sensitive and minia-

turized gas sensors may also be useful in scientific applications. Some examples
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are gas chromatography and mass spectrometry. Inexpensive sensors in these cases

would allow the size and cost of these important scientific tools to be decreased,

making them more widely available and increasing the ease with which complex gas

analysis could be performed. There are many applications where miniaturized and

inexpensive gas sensing is highly important.

Miniaturized gas sensors can be made using micro- and nanomechanical devices.

These small devices can be fabricated using standard, top-down microfabrication

techniques. There are many different types of micro- and nanomechanical sensors

but they share in common the ability to detect trace amounts of the gas under

analysis. The gas species of interest is called the analyte. These sensors can be

label-free or they can be functionalized to act as receptors for specific analytes.

Label-free means that the sensors will detect any substances present in the system

that interact with the sensor, regardless of their chemical composition. These types

of sensors are useful in applications such as mass spectrometry, where the mass of

the analyte molecule is the desired output. Functionalized devices, alternatively,

have been coated with a layer specifically tuned to detect certain molecules. This

is done using a chemical process called surface functionalization. These types of

sensors are useful when detection of specific gases is needed, such as in industrial

applications or in gas chromatography. This thesis work focuses on the development

of nanomechanical sensors for detecting specific gases, and in particular, gravimetric

nanomechanical sensors.

The basis of our gravimetric sensors are nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS).

These devices have critical dimensions on the order of hundreds of nanometres and

vibrate at a characteristic resonance frequency. In order to detect analyte molecules,

the resonance frequency is tracked. When an analyte molecule is adsorbed onto the

surface of the device, a shift in the resonance frequency is induced. This shift can

be correlated to the analyte mass or concentration. A frequency shift due to added

mass on a functionalized resonator is the basic principle behind gravimetric detec-

tion.

The resonance frequencies of NEMS are highly dependent on their geometries;

the smaller the devices, the higher their resonance frequencies. The resonance fre-

quency is an important factor in the mass sensitivity of NEMS. As the resonance

frequency increases, the sensitivity to analyte molecules also increases. This means

the smallest devices are also the most sensitive. In label-free systems, the end goal is

to maximize sensitivity, which usually means making the devices as small as possible.

In gravimetric systems, there are additional complications. In order to functional-
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ize the surface of the NEMS, a sensing layer is added. The overall sensitivity of

a gravimetric system is then a function of the mass sensitivity of the NEMS, and

the sensitivity of the sensing layer to the specific analyte. This overall sensitivity

can be described using a figure of merit called the limit of detection (LOD). The

LOD describes the smallest concentration of analyte that can be detected by a given

sensor and is typically expressed as parts per million or parts per billion. The best

sensors have the smallest LOD. The equation describing the LOD is as follows [3]:

LOD =
2MeffσA
KStfρg

(1.1)

where Meff is the effective mass of the sensor, σA is the Allan deviation, K is the

partition coefficient, S is the surface area of the sensing layer, tf is the thickness

of the sensing layer, and ρg is the density of the gas being detected. The effective

mass of the resonator is related to the geometry of the NEMS. The Allan deviation

is a measure of the noise in the system and will vary based on how the NEMS are

detected. The partition coefficient is a property of the sensing layer and depends on

the chemistry used for surface functionalization. K and σA are complex parameters

that require significant optimization. The most easily controlled components of this

system are related to the geometry of the sensor; that is, the effective mass of the

resonator, and the surface area and thickness of the sensing layer.

The simplest parameter to address is the effective mass of the resonator, and so

NEMS are usually scaled down as much as possible to decrease their effective mass.

Unfortunately, this also decreases the surface area substantially. The sensing layer

is a planar layer that is added to the top of the NEMS resonator, and does not

contribute any additional surface area to the sensor. The thickness of the sensing

layer is also generally much less than the thickness of the NEMS, so the mass of the

sensing layer is much smaller than the mass of the NEMS. This prevents the sensing

layer from damping the resonator’s motion and helps maintain a high resonance

frequency.

The idea behind this thesis is that a high surface area, low density sensing layer

could reduce the LOD of gravimetric NEMS-based sensors. The effective mass of

the NEMS would remain very small, but a substantial contribution to the surface

area of the sensing layer would be added, thus reducing the LOD. In this way, a

high surface area nanomechanical resonator with low LOD could provide excellent

gravimetric sensing performance.

This thesis successfully demonstrates the addition of a high surface area layer

to nanomechanical resonators. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of
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a high surface area layer incorporated onto NEMS. The high surface area material

used here is glancing angle deposition (GLAD) thin films. The addition of the high

surface area GLAD film to NEMS was not a straightforward process, and so the

fabrication of these devices will be discussed in detail. Furthermore, the effects

of the high surface area layer on the resonance performance of the NEMS will be

explored, both experimentally and using the derived theoretical framework. The

goal was to describe the physics behind these devices as fully as possible so the high

surface area NEMS could be easily incorporated into gravimetric sensing schemes

in the future.

1.2 Outline

The first half of Chapter 2 will discuss the background of nanoelectromechanical

systems, including a detailed discussion on how they can be used in gravimetric

sensing applications. The second half of Chapter 2 will be devoted to a literature

review of glancing angle deposition thin films. Chapter 2 will conclude by bringing

these two fields of nanotechnology together and elucidate the reasoning behind the

use of GLAD thin films as the high surface area layer.

Chapter 3 will specifically discuss the fabrication of the high surface area NEMS.

In particular, it will address the fabrication challenges associated with using GLAD

thin films as the high surface area layer. Also included will be a discussion on the

various characterization techniques used throughout this thesis.

Chapter 4 will discuss the results from the uncoated devices. The analysis on the

resonance frequencies and dissipation of the uncoated NEMS will provide a baseline

for the analysis of the coated devices.

The coated devices will be analyzed in detail in Chapter 5. The resonance fre-

quencies will be examined in detail, and a theoretical framework to describe and

predict the resonance frequencies of the high surface area devices will be derived.

The effect of the high surface area layer on the dissipation will also be discussed.

A thorough analysis on the dissipation of the high surface area devices has been

performed in order to understand some of the physical mechanisms at work within

these devices. A theoretical framework for surface losses will be developed.

Finally, Chapter 6 will present conclusions and suggest directions for future work

on this topic, including the integration of these high surface area devices into a gravi-

metric sensing platform.
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Chapter 2

Background

Nanoelectromechanical systems and glancing angle deposition are both extensive

fields. To explain how they have been combined in this thesis work, the theory

behind each must be explained. First, NEMS will be explored. The essential theory

will be discussed, including an overview of NEMS sensing principles. Then, GLAD

and the relevant theory will be introduced. The incorporation of GLAD into other

devices in the literature will be reviewed. Finally, the rationale for combining GLAD

and NEMS will be explained. The chapter will conclude with a discussion of similar

high surface area devices in the literature.

2.1 Nanoelectromechanical Systems

Nanoelectromechancial systems have been studied since the 1990s and were a nat-

ural extension of the field of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). Originally,

NEMS were defined as nanoscale mechanical systems driven by an electrical force,

as the name implies [4]. The definition has since expanded, and the term “NEMS”

has come to encompass a much broader range of devices. Currently, NEMS can be

driven (or actuated) by mechanical, electrical, magnetic, or optical forces [5, 6, 7].

The devices may have piezoresistive or piezoelectric elements [8, 9] for excitation

and readout. Readout, or transduction, is a particularly challenging problem for

NEMS. This is because NEMS are very small, and therefore only move by tens of

nanometres. Detecting this motion accurately, and above the noise floor of the nec-

essary electronics, is difficult and has therefore been the focus of significant research

since the emergence of NEMS. Often, optical interferometry is used to detect NEMS

in a method similar to that used in atomic force microscopy (AFM) [10]. This is a

sensitive and simple technique, but has the disadvantage that external optics and

electronics are required. Piezoresistive transduction, where the NEMS are detected

by piezoresistive circuitry deposited on top of the NEMS, has been shown to have

great force sensitivity, however, adding these extra components directly onto the

chip greatly increases the fabrication complexity [11]. Recently, all-optical trans-
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duction has become popular, and has allowed the incorporation of NEMS devices

into photonic circuits [7, 12].

In addition to the wide range of actuation and transduction methods available for

NEMS, there are also many different geometric configurations for the devices. Some

common configurations for NEMS are doubly-clamped beams [13], singly-clamped

beams (cantilevers) [14], paddle resonators [15], and disk resonators [16]. Recently,

many groups are working with long, thin doubly clamped beams that have string-

like behaviour [17, 18]. The doubly- and singly-clamped beams are the simplest

devices, and so this work will focus on these types of NEMS.

NEMS are versatile nanostructures due to all of these different driving mecha-

nisms, transduction techniques, and geometric configurations. This versatility is a

major advantage of NEMS, and allows them to be used in many applications and

integrated into both electrical and optical circuits. Some of the current applica-

tions for NEMS devices being explored are contact switches and optical switches for

logical operations in computing [19, 20], mass sensors for mass spectrometry [21],

and gas sensors for gas chromatography [22]. NEMS-based sensors have also shown

potential in biological and chemical sensing applications [23, 24].

Despite their wide range of applications, transduction mechanisms, and config-

urations, NEMS generally operate in a similar manner and according to the same

basic theory. This theory is called Euler-Bernoulli beam theory.

2.1.1 Resonance Frequencies

The common feature between all configurations of NEMS is that they mechanically

vibrate at a natural resonance frequency. This is a very important phenomenon as

this vibration is what allows NEMS to act as sensors. The natural frequencies of

NEMS depends on their geometry and material properties, and can be described

very well using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. Although the theory was originally

designed to describe the movement of macroscopic thin, flexible beams, it has since

been adapted to the micro- and nanoscale regimes with great success [25]. The basis

for much of the mathematical description of nanoscale beams is Equation 2.1, a form

of the wave equation:

EI
∂4u(x, t)

∂x4
= −ρA∂

2u(x, t)

∂t2
(2.1)

where E is the Young’s Modulus, a description of the elasticity of the resonator

material. I is the moment of inertia. For a rectangular beam vibrating in the flex-
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ural (out of plane) mode, the moment of inertia is I = wt3b/12. w is the width of

the rectangular beam, and tb is the height, or thickness, of the beam. u(x, t) is the

function describing the shape of the flexural motion as a function of time. ρ is the

density of the material comprising the beam, A is the cross-sectional area of the

beam, and t is time.

To allow separation of the time-dependent and time-independent parts of this

equation, we can assume a solution of the form u(x, t) = u(x)eiωt, where ω is angular

frequency. Substituting this into Equation 2.1 gives the following:

d4u(x)

dx4
=
ρA

EI
ω2u(x) (2.2)

This differential equation has solutions of the form u(x) = eκx, where κ = ±β,±iβ
and β is the eigenvalue of the solution. Taking the real part gives:

u(x) = a cos(βx) + b sin(βx) + c cosh(βx) + d sinh(βx) (2.3)

For a more detailed derivation of Equations 2.2 and 2.3, the reader should consult

Reference [25], a comprehensive textbook on nanomechanics. The coefficients in

Equation 2.3 can be solved for different boundary conditions, such as a doubly-

clamped beam or a cantilever.

In addition to giving an expression for u(x), Equation 2.2 can also give an expres-

sion for the natural resonance frequencies of the beam for various modes. Analogous

to a vibrating string, NEMS can vibrate at a number of natural modes. NEMS typi-

cally have resonance frequencies in the mega- to gigahertz range. u(x) is often called

the mode shape function, as it describes the shape of the beam when it is vibrating

at a given mode.

Although NEMS vibrate at their characteristic resonance frequency without any

external forces due to Brownian motion [26], NEMS are often driven using an exter-

nal force in order to sustain the oscillations and produce larger amplitude vibrations

that are more easily detectable. The external force is usually modulated to match

the resonant frequency of the NEMS to drive them at their natural resonance fre-

quencies. This means that NEMS generally operate at the frequencies described by

Equation 2.2, despite the fact that Equation 2.2 does not include any driving forces.

The exception to this are NEMS driven using a parametric amplification technique

[27]. These devices are driven at twice their resonance frequency for amplification

of the mechanical motion. This type of driving scheme is outside the scope of this

thesis.
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The next two sections will solve Equation 2.3 for the specific cases of the fun-

damental modes of doubly clamped beams (DCBs) and cantilevers. Only the fun-

damental mode will be examined because of experimental limitations that prevent

the measurement of higher modes. These experimental limitations will be addressed

further in Chapter 3. The following sections will also discuss some of the unique

issues that can arise with each type of device.

Doubly Clamped Beams

The earliest NEMS were DCBs because of their relative ease of fabrication and ac-

tuation [6]. A schematic of an ideal DCB is shown in Figure 2.1. The length of the

beam (L), width (w) and thickness (tb), as well as the axes that will be used in the

remainder of the thesis are all labeled in Figure 2.1.

y 

x z 

L tb 

w 

Figure 2.1: Schematic of a doubly clamped beam. L is the length of the beam, w is
the width, and tb is the thickness. The coordinate system is also labeled, with the
origin at one end of the beam.

Since the beam is attached firmly at both ends, the boundary conditions that

describe this configuration are u(0) = 0, u(L) = 0,du(0)/dx = 0, and du(L)/dx = 0.

Setting both the displacement and slope to zero creates the “clamped” boundary

condition. Substituting these boundary conditions into Equation 2.3 gives a = −c
and b = −d. β can also be solved using a transcendental equation obtained from

Equation 2.3, which gives the set of values βnL = 0, 4.73, 7.85, 10.996... Discarding

the trivial zero solution gives β0 = 4.73/L for the fundamental mode. Substituting

these results into Equation 2.3 gives the mode shape function for the fundamental

mode of a doubly clamped beam:
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u0(x) = a0(cos(β0x/L)− cosh(β0x/L)) + b0(sin(β0x/L)− sinh(β0x/L)) (2.4)

a0 and b0 represent the amplitudes of vibration. Although an explicit solution for

these values cannot be obtained with boundary conditions alone, the relative am-

plitude a0/b0 can be shown to be −1.01781 [28].

In addition to the mode shape, an expression for the resonance frequency can be

derived from Equation 2.2. Substituting in u(x) = eκx, κ = ±β0, ±iβ0, and solving

Equation 2.2 for ω gives the angular resonance frequency for a doubly clamped beam.

Dividing this result by 2π and substituting in for β0 gives the result in the frequency

domain for the fundamental mode. This final result is shown in Equation 2.5.

fDCB0 =
1.03tb
L2

√
E

ρ
(2.5)

Equations 2.4 and 2.5 are for the simple case of a doubly clamped beam with no

external forces. This is typically not the case, since there is usually some type of

stress, which can be compressive or tensile. There are many potential causes of

stress. One of the most common types of stress is residual stress, which is a result

of stress in the resonator material. For example, DCBs fabricated from silicon-on-

insulator (SOI) technology typically exhibit some kind of compressive stress due to

the SOI fabrication process [20]. Doubly clamped resonators fabricated from silicon

nitride, on the other hand, show high tensile stress [29]. Surface stresses are also

a very common source of stress in doubly clamped beams and may occur during

fabrication. One example of a surface stress is a stress caused by oxide growth on

silicon beams [30]. Stress has a significant impact on the resonance frequency. Com-

pressive stress decreases the resonance frequency, while tensile stress increases the

resonance frequency.

It is important to account for residual stress as it can have a large magnitude,

and therefore a significant effect on the resonance frequency. To account for stress,

a stress term can be added to the right hand side of Equation 2.2. This term usually

has the form -σAd2u(x)/dx2, where σ is the total additional stress in the system

and A is the cross-sectional area of the beam. After adding this term, the PDE

no longer has an analytical solution. There have been several approaches to solving

this equation numerically, and therefore different results for the resonance frequency.

One often-cited solution is given by Bokaian [31]:

fσ0 = fDCB0

√
1 +

σL2

3.4Et2b
(2.6)
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This numerical solution has been used by many authors [32, 33] but does not dif-

ferentiate between the different stresses present. A recent work by Postma et al.

separates the contribution from the residual stress (σ0) from the bending-induced

stress. Bending-induced stress is another type of stress that occurs as the DCBs

bend during the course of one oscillation. This result for the resonance frequency is

shown in Equation 2.7 [34].

fσ00 =
2π

L2

√
Et2b
36ρ

+
σ0L2

12π2ρ
(2.7)

Both proposed solutions have similar forms; however, Equation 2.7 does not reduce

to Equation 2.5 when the residual stress is zero. This is because Equation 2.7 is

solved numerically using the Galerkin method, a discretization procedure. This nu-

merical method does not take into account any of the physical characteristics of the

system. Given the added complexity of the initial partial differential equation due

to the separation of the bending and residual stress terms, the numerical solution

becomes quite complicated. Thus, additional numerical coefficients are required to

improve the overall solution. Unfortunately, this also means that Equation 2.7 over-

estimates the resonance frequency when the stress approaches zero. Equation 2.6

is also a numerical solution, but is obtained by numerically solving a transcenden-

tal equation that is the solution to the original partial differential equation. Thus,

Equation 2.6 is a more physically accurate solution as the stress approaches zero.

Buckling is a phenomenon that can occur when DCBs are under a large com-

pressive stress. Buckled beams have a non-zero displacement when no driving force

is applied. In certain applications, buckling can be useful, for example use an non-

volatile mechanical memory [20]. In most other applications, buckling is undesirable

because buckled beams behave nonlinearly. Buckling is often avoided by using spe-

cially designed microstructures [16, 35]. For this thesis, the best approach is simply

to avoid buckled structures.

The critical buckling stress σc is the stress at which buckling occurs in a DCB,

shown mathematically in Equation 2.8 [35]. The critical buckling length Lc of a

DCB is the maximum length of beam that will be unbuckled at the critical buckling

stress, described by Equation 2.9 [35].

σc =
π2E

3

(
tb
L

)2

(2.8)

Lc = πtb

√
E

3σc
(2.9)
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The buckling length can be used in the design process to avoid DCBs near their

buckling limit. The equation for buckling stress can also be used to determine

whether DCBs are operating near their buckling point if the magnitude of the com-

pressive stress is known.

Doubly clamped beams have many benefits, as they are well-studied devices that

are relatively simple to fabricate. They have drawbacks as well, including the com-

plications from additional stresses, and the potential for buckling.

Cantilevers

Cantilevers have become more popular than DCBs in the literature due to their

versatility. They have larger oscillation amplitudes than DCBs, which simplifies de-

tection and transduction. Cantilevers also do not have bulk stress, such as residual

stress. Since one end is free, residual stress relaxes when the devices are released.

Cantilevers are used at both micro- and nanoscales and can be used in either static

or dynamic operating modes. Typically, microscale cantilevers are used in static

mode, and the nanoscale cantilevers operate in dynamic mode. In static opera-

tion, the static deflection of the cantilever due to a surface stress on one side of the

cantilever is detected. This surface stress is caused by the adsorption of analyte

molecules on one surface of the cantilever [36, 37]. Alternatively, dynamic mode op-

eration depends on the detection of the cantilever’s resonance frequency. Although

the static method could potentially benefit from the addition of high surface area

thin films [38], we will focus on the dynamic mode of operation to gain a better

understanding of the effect of high surface area films on the resonance frequencies

of the cantilevers.

Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of a cantilever beam, which has dimensions length

(L), width (w), and thickness (tb). The coordinate system, whose origin is at the

base of the cantilever, has x denoting position along the length of the beam.

Similarly to the case of doubly clamped beams, Equation 2.3 can be solved for

cantilevers by substituting in the appropriate boundary conditions. These boundary

conditions are u(0) = 0, du(0)/dx = 0, d2u(L)/dx2 = 0, and d3u(L)/dx3 = 0 [25].

The first two boundary conditions specify that the displacement and slope must be

zero at the clamping point. The third boundary condition states that there is no

force in the y-direction on the free end of the cantilever. The fourth boundary condi-

tion states that there is zero torque at the free end. These boundary conditions result

in the same form of solution for the mode shape as for the DCBs (Equation 2.4).
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y 

x z L 

tb w 

Figure 2.2: Schematic of a singly clamped beam, or cantilever. L is the length of
the beam, w is the width, and tb is the thickness. The coordinate system is also
labeled, with the origin at the base of the cantilever.

For the cantilever solution, the eigenvalues are βnL = 1.875, 4.694, 7.855... resulting

in β0 = 1.875/L. The relative amplitudes are also different, with a0/b0 = −1.3622.

Finally, by solving Equation 2.2 for the specific values for the cantilever and dividing

by 2π, the equation for the resonance frequency of a cantilever can be obtained:

fC0 =
0.162tb
L2

√
E

ρ
(2.10)

This equation is of the same form as Equation 2.5 with a different coefficient due

to the different value of β0. Comparing Equation 2.5 with Equation 2.10, it can be

observed that for a DCB and cantilever with the same dimensions, the cantilever

resonance will be much lower due to the smaller coefficient.

DCBs and cantilevers were both used in this thesis to test whether the different

boundary conditions would affect the formation of the high surface area layer. The

effect of the high surface area layer on the frequency was uncertain, and so having

two distinct types of devices to test would be highly valuable.

2.1.2 Phase Shifts

When NEMS resonate, they have an amplitude signal and also a phase signal. The

phase of NEMS is similar to that of a simple RLC circuit in that for each resonance

peak, there should be a corresponding 180◦ phase shift. The phase can be a very

useful quantity. In particular, a phase-locked loop (PLL) is a feedback circuit able

to track the resonance peak [26, 39]. PLL circuitry is very important technology for

the commercialization of NEMS, as accurate tracking of the resonance peak is im-
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portant in nearly all sensing applications. A degradation in the phase signal means

that a PLL would not function properly, and so it is important that any NEMS

fabricated have a clear phase shift.

2.1.3 Quality Factor

Energy dissipation in NEMS is measured by the expression 1/Q, where Q is the

quality factor. The quality factor can be described as the overall energy in the

system divided by the energy lost per oscillation. Mathematically:

Q =
2πU

∆U
(2.11)

where U is the total energy stored in the resonator and ∆U is the energy dissipated

in one period of oscillation. There are many different causes of energy dissipation

in NEMS. The following equation highlights how different dissipative mechanisms

can combine to give a single Q for a system:

1

Qtotal
=

1

Qsurface
+

1

Qclamping
+

1

QTED
+

1

Qvisc
+

1

Qother
(2.12)

1/Qsurface is the dissipation due to surface effects, 1/Qclamping is the clamping loss,

1/QTED is the thermoelastic dissipation, 1/Qvisc is the loss due viscous air damping,

and 1/Qother is the contribution from other loss mechanisms, such as defects in the

crystal lattice of the resonator material.

One of the most well-understood and easily prevented sources of dissipation is

viscous air damping. Viscous air damping occurs when the NEMS operate in the

viscous flow regime [8, 40]. In this regime, the surrounding air acts as a fluid around

the NEMS to damp their movement. At lower pressures, the molecular flow regime

can be reached, and only individual air molecules damp the movement of the NEMS.

The molecular flow regime causes far less dissipation than the viscous flow regime,

and so it is often desirable to have the NEMS operate under vacuum. The vacuum

required for operation in the molecular flow regime varies according to the size of

the NEMS [8]. Smaller devices can operate at higher pressures. For example devices

less than one micron long can operate relatively successfully at atmospheric pres-

sure. For devices longer than one micron, vacuum operation is necessary to prevent

significant damping.

Thermoelastic dissipation is another type of loss that has been well studied in

the literature [41, 42, 43, 44]. Thermoelastic dissipation arises from heat generation

in the resonator. As NEMS oscillate, they generate high energy thermal phonons
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due to repeated straining of the crystal lattice. These phonons are lost into the

surrounding environment, causing energy loss. This mechanism is very important

for NEMS operating at low temperatures, however, it tends to be less important

for NEMS operating at room temperatures. The mathematical description of the

thermoelastic dissipation for the fundamental flexural mode of a rectangular beam

is [25, 41]:

Q−1
TED =

6∆E

ξ2

(
1− sinh ξ + sin ξ

ξ(cosh ξ + cos ξ)

)
(2.13)

where ∆E is the relaxation strength of the material. ξ is:

ξ =
β2

0

4
√

3

w3

L2lT
(2.14)

where lT is the thermal diffusion length of the material. This equation shows that

thermoelastic dissipation increases as the size of the devices decreases.

Clamping loss is also important in NEMS. The clamping losses originate from

energy loss into the support structure that anchors the resonator to the substrate.

These losses are also referred to as attachment losses, support losses, or anchor

losses. Originally, it was thought that the geometry of the anchor point was the sole

determining factor in clamping loss [45, 46]. Recently, however, a new theory has

been developed by Wilson-Rae that indicates clamping loss is due to phonon tunnel-

ing from the resonator into the support structure [47]. This theory has been tested

experimentally with good agreement [48]. For a rectangular beam, the Qclamping

for the clamping loss of a beam operating in its fundamental flexural mode can be

described as [47]:

Qclamping =
3.9

π4δC0

L5

wt4b

(
3π

2k0L

)4

(2.15)

where:

δ =

{
1, cantilevers

2, DCBs
(2.16)

k0 ≈

{
0.60π/L, cantilevers

1.51π/L, DCBs
(2.17)

C0 = tanh−2 k0L

2
(2.18)

These equations show that the clamping loss is highly dependent on the length and

that the loss will increase as the length decreases.
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Several works in the literature acknowledge that surface effects can be a major

cause of dissipation; however, a comprehensive theoretical description of the surface

losses is still unavailable. Surface losses can be caused by several mechanisms includ-

ing, but not limited to, surface stresses [49], surface adsorption noise [50], surface

defects from fabrication processes [18], and thin films on the surface of the resonators

[51]. Yasumura et al. derive an expression for surface losses in microcantilevers in

[43], which can be adapted to account for the addition of thin films such as gold

or polymers [52]. This expression uses the complex Young’s modulus, also called

the loss modulus, to calculate a value for Q. As this value is not an experimentally

known material parameter for most materials (including Si), it is difficult to use the

expression developed by Yasumura et al. as a predictive equation. The Kotthaus

group recently developed a similar framework for devices under stress to model the

damping in their devices [18]. This method also depends on the complex Young’s

modulus and cannot be used predictively. Their model is also unable to differentiate

between surface and bulk losses. A recent work from the Sader group gives a the-

oretical description of surface losses of NEMS based on the existence of a localized

surface stress at the base of the resonator [49]. This description unfortunately does

not match well with experimental data. There are many different mechanisms and

theories present for surface losses, and so this is still an area where much research

is required to develop a consistent framework.

There are many different sources of dissipation, making the quality factor difficult

to explain theoretically. Q is, however, relatively simple to measure experimentally

as it can be obtained directly from the resonance peak of the NEMS oscillator. Q

can be estimated by using the simple relation that Q is the resonance frequency

divided by the full width at 1/
√

2 of the maximum when the amplitude is plotted

on a linear scale, or the resonance frequency divided by the full width at half of the

maximum when the amplitude is plotted on a logarithmic scale. A curve fit of the

Lorentzian function:

y(f) = y0 + γ
1√

(f2 − f2
0 )2 + (f2

0 /Q)2
(2.19)

allows the extraction of y0, f0, γ and Q. f is the frequency, f0 is the resonance

frequency, y0 is an offset in the amplitude, and γ is a coefficient that represents the

maximum amplitude of the peak. Equation 2.19 is a Lorenztian function that can be

fit to the NEMS resonance peak to obtain an accurate value for Q. A full derivation

of Equation 2.19 can be found in [25] and [10]. Curve fitting using Equation 2.19

was used to obtain values of Q for this thesis.

The Q can be thought of as a measure of the width of the peak, where higher
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Q results in a narrower resonance peak. Due to this correlation to peak width,

Q is also a measure of the resolution of the system in gas sensing applications. If

the Q is very high, the peak will be very narrow and small shifts in the resonance

frequency will be easily measured. If the peak is broad, a small shift in the resonance

frequency will be difficult to observe. A low Q therefore limits the resolution of the

NEMS-based gas sensors.

2.1.4 Nanoelectromechanical Systems as Sensors

NEMS mass sensing is based on the principle of mass loading. When a molecule

is adsorbed to the surface of the NEMS devices, the added mass shifts the natural

resonance frequency of the NEMS according to the following relationship [26]:

R = − f0

2Meff
≈ ∆f0

∆M
(2.20)

R is the mass responsivity of the resonator, ∆M is the mass of the adsorbed

molecule, and Meff is the effective mass of the resonator. ∆M is also known as

the mass sensitivity, and is a measure of the minimum detectable mass. This re-

lationship indicates that so long as the resonance frequency of the NEMS can be

tracked accurately, the mass of an adsorbed molecule can be measured through the

frequency shift after an adsorption event. This technique is demonstrated in [21],

where distinct jumps in the resonance frequency are observed for each adsorption

event. This general method has been refined further by the Boisen group, who have

been able to account for the position, as well as the mass, of the adsorbed particle

on cantilever devices [53, 54].

The usual strategy for improving NEMS-based sensors is to maximize the mass

responsivity. From Equation 2.20, it can be seen that increasing the resonance fre-

quency, while decreasing the effective mass, will result in the highest responsivity.

Decreasing the size of the resonators will accomplish both goals simultaneously.

Since the resonance frequency depends on material properties as well as size (Equa-

tions 2.5 and 2.10), different materials such as silicon carbide [55] and carbon

nanotubes [56] with high ratio of Young’s modulus to density have also been used

to increase the resonance frequency. The current state-of-the-art mass sensitivity

is 1.7 × 10−24 g, which was achieved using carbon nanotube resonators [57]. For

reference, the mass of a proton is 1.67× 10−24 g [58].

The examples cited above are label-free detectors where superb mass sensitiv-

ity is the main requirement. For certain applications, such as gas chromatography,

gravimetric sensors are much more desirable because in these applications differenti-

ation between gaseous species is required. Gravimetric NEMS operate on the same
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principle of a mass loading-induced resonance frequency shift, and typically have a

sensing layer to provide specificity. The sensing layer is usually a thin polymer layer

functionalized to act as a receptor for specific substances or a gold layer that acts

as the formation site for a self-assembled monolayer (SAM), which also acts as a

specific receptor [14, 22]. The addition of the sensing layer complicates the system

significantly. First, a method to deposit the sensing layer must be devised. This is

not necessarily a straightforward process, especially if the devices are already very

small. Polymers can be drop-coated onto the NEMS, however, this is a fairly im-

precise technique and can result in variation in the polymer film thickness [8]. The

inclusion of a gold layer into the fabrication process greatly increases the complexity

of the device fabrication. Secondly, the surface functionalization procedure must be

designed to bond to the desired substance only to avoid false positive results. Lastly,

the addition of a sensing layer may detract significantly from the quality factor of

the resonators. It has been demonstrated that thin layers of only 100 nm of gold on

cantilevers of thickness 850 nm can decrease the Q by an order of magnitude, and

that as the thickness of the sensing layer increases, the Q continues to decrease [51].

One of the first demonstrations of a NEMS resonator with a functionalized sur-

face was a paddle resonator with a small Au disk positioned at the end of the

resonator [59]. The resonator with the Au contact was then exposed to thiolate

molecules, which formed a SAM on the Au. The resonators were then used to

measure the mass of the SAM using optical interferometry with the devices under

vacuum. A mass resolution of 0.39×10−18 g was obtained. SAMs were used because

they can be designed to have specific tail functional groups, and so the resonators

could be tuned for specific analytes. A few years later in 2007, the Roukes group

demonstrated atmospheric detection of 1,1-difluoroethane with their polymer-coated

silicon carbide cantilevers [8]. These cantilevers utilized a piezoresistive transduction

mechanism based on gold piezoresistive elements instead of the traditional highly

doped Si elements. Their devices had a mass resolution of ∼100×10−21 g at atmo-

sphere. A completely different strategy was used in a 2008 work based on silicon and

rhodium nanowires [60]. The nanowires were fabricated off-chip using the vapour-

liquid-solid technique and integrated into arrays via the application of an electric

field. These resonators were coated with peptide nucleic acids, which can be used

to detect hepatitis C or hepatitis B viruses. A later work by the same group show-

cased sensing of PCA3 RNA for the detection of circulating tumour cells by using

the same type of nanowire resonator array with an estimated detection limit of 1

circulating tumour cell/10 mL of blood by using resonators with less than 10−18 g

mass sensitivity in moderate vacuum of ∼0.1 Torr [61].
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There is also much interest in the NEMS community in using NEMS for gas

chromatography (GC). This is because the use of NEMS in GC could improve the

sensitivity and reduce the cost of the technique. The first work in the literature

that used NEMS for GC was a 2010 paper from the Roukes group [22]. In this

work, polymer-coated piezoresistive NEMS fabricated from silicon nitride were used

as the back-end detector in a commercially available µGC column. This setup had a

sensitivity of ∼0.6 parts per billion (ppb) with a 10 s equilibration time. This work

also demonstrated the differentiation of 13 different chemicals with a 5 s equilibra-

tion time. The experiments were done at atmospheric pressure. In 2011, a group

from CEA-LETI in France demonstrated the fabrication of a µGC column specially

designed to accompany a NEMS-based back end detector [62]. Their setup could

differentiate between four different gases in an 80 s window. Finally, the most recent

work by the Roukes group uses arrays of millions of NEMS in a GC experiment at

atmospheric pressure. Their arrays had densities of up to 6 million NEMS/cm2

and an equilibration time of 2 s. The piezoresistive devices, fabricated from SOI,

were surface functionalized using a polymer layer but were not used to differentiate

between different gases.

Clearly, improvements to the sensing layer, both in terms of deposition tech-

niques and surface chemistry, could dramatically improve the performance of gravi-

metric sensors. Notably, the equilibration time could be improved through better

sensing layers as it is generally fairly long for all of the NEMS-GC setups described

above. Improvements to gravimetric detectors can also be made by reducing the

limit of detection. The LOD, described in Equation 1.1, highlights that there are

several parameters of the sensing layer and the resonator that can be optimized

to improve gravimetric NEMS performance [3], including the thickness and surface

area of the sensing layer. Gravimetric NEMS are a relatively new branch of NEMS

sensor technology, and so there is significant potential for optimization of their sens-

ing performance.

2.2 Glancing Angle Deposition

Glancing angle deposition (GLAD) is a thin film deposition technique that was

developed in the 1990s. It has been used to fabricate structured thin films for a

wide variety of applications including photovoltaics [63], humidity sensors [64] and

photonic crystals [65]. GLAD uses physical vapour deposition, typically electron

beam evaporation, at highly oblique angles between the substrate normal and the

incident flux to produce columnar nanostructures [66]. A simplified diagram of the

apparatus used is shown in Figure 2.3. The angle between the substrate normal
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and the incident flux is typically labeled α. High α, above 70◦, causes shadowing

to occur. This shadowing phenomenon prevents material from depositing behind

existing structures and therefore results in well-defined, individual nanostructures.

Shadowing is described in Figure 2.4. The addition of a substrate rotation, denoted

as φ, produces a wide range of morphologies, including slanted posts, vertical posts,

helices, and zig-zags [65].

Figure 2.3: A schematic of the GLAD deposition process. The deposition angle
is labeled α and the substrate rotation is described by φ. Figure reproduced with
permission from [1].

α

Incident vapor

β = α

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2.4: A schematic of the shadowing phenomenon. The incident flux cannot
deposit in the shadowed region as that area is blocked by the existing structures.
Figure reproduced with permission from [2].

Since GLAD films are formed by shadowing, GLAD post growth is a competi-

tive process. That is, as the film continues to grow, some posts will receive more

flux than others simply due to the random spacing of the posts on the substrate.

The posts that receive less flux will cease to grow, having been edged out by their

neighbours. This is called column extinction, and results in a greater number of

smaller posts being present at the base of the film, and fewer, larger posts being
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present at the top of the film. Column extinction can be prevented by “seeding”

the substrate. Carefully designed and spaced seeds provide an initial growth point

for the GLAD, thus creating a uniformly distributed film with no column extinction

[67]. These seeds are typically fabricated using electron beam lithography, which can

significantly complicate the fabrication of the GLAD films. Without seeds, however,

the location of the posts is stochastic and many posts will inevitably become extinct.

In addition to column extinction, the competitive growth process of GLAD re-

sults in column broadening. Column broadening occurs because as posts become

extinct, the remaining posts receive more flux. This causes them to have a much

larger diameter at their tops than at their bases. The posts are not, therefore, uni-

formly cylindrical structures but are instead tapered. Column broadening can be

reduced by using a specialized technique called PhiSweep [2], which adds additional

substrate motion to counteract the column broadening. Column broadening can

also be reduced by seeding, as with greatly reduced column extinction, the posts all

receive roughly equal flux and do not broaden as dramatically as unseeded films [67].

The deposition angle α is an important parameter in GLAD films. As α in-

creases, the density of the film decreases because the spacing between the posts

increases. To maximize the post spacing and minimize the film density, the highest

α possible should be chosen [68]. α also has a strong effect on the surface area of

the film. The α that will result in the highest surface area is material dependent. In

TiO2, for example, it is approximately 60◦, whereas in SiO2 it is approximately 65◦

[68]. The lower deposition angle results in a higher surface area because the colum-

nar structures are deposited more closely together, and so there are effectively more

columns on the substrate than films deposited at higher angles. Column broaden-

ing is also an important factor in the surface area and tends to reduce the overall

surface area of a GLAD film. Larger, broader columns contribute less surface area

to the GLAD films than many, thinner columns. The choice of deposition angle is

important when optimizing both density and surface area.

The rate of rotation, dφ/dt, is an important parameter in determining the mor-

phology of the GLAD films. If the substrate is stationary, that is dφ/dt ≡ 0, slanted

posts will be produced. If dφ/dt is constant and non-zero, either helices or vertical

posts will be produced depending on the rate of rotation. A low and constant dφ/dt

will produce helices. The pitch of the helices can be controlled by increasing or

decreasing dφ/dt. If dφ/dt is constant and high, then vertical posts will be pro-

duced. Essentially, at very high rates of rotation, the helices are so tightly coiled

that they become vertical posts. More complex structures can be grown by simply
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varying dφ/dt in different ways. For example, dφ/dt can also be varied during the

deposition to produce a wide range of structures. Zig-zags can be formed by alter-

nating 180◦ rotations in φ with large periods of dφ/dt = 0. The ease with which the

morphology, density, and surface area can be controlled is one of the major bene-

fits of GLAD films. Another benefit of GLAD films is that many materials can be

deposited using the technique, including metals, dielectrics, and organics [69, 70, 68].

2.2.1 Incorporating GLAD into Devices

GLAD films have been incorporated into a number of devices, including many sens-

ing devices. GLAD films can be deposited on countersunk interdigitated electrodes

to create capacitive sensing devices. These devices have been demonstrated for hu-

midity and alcohol sensing [71, 72]. The humidity sensors fabricated in this manner

have very fast response times of ∼40 ms. The alcohol sensors are selective and can

differentiate between methanol, ethanol, and 2-propanol. Another application for

GLAD films is in optical filters. These optical filters can be used as circular polar-

izers [73] or as sensors. Sensors based on GLAD optical filters have been used for

humidity sensing [64], and although the response times for these sensors are some-

what slower than their capacitive equivalents, they are still very fast with response

times in the range of 270 ms. Recently, GLAD optical filters have been demonstrated

for the first time in the optical detection of ultrasound, which could potentially be

used in health care applications [74]. A completely different type of GLAD-based

sensor was used in [75]. In this work, the GLAD films were incorporated into a

surface acoustic wave (SAW) based sensor for humidity sensing. GLAD films have

also found application in photovoltaic devices. The columnar morphology of GLAD

films makes them desirable for high surface area electrodes in organic solar cells

[63]. There are many different applications for GLAD films, and GLAD films can

be incorporated into many sensing devices.

Despite the large number of applications for GLAD films, their integration into

MEMS has been limited. Many efforts have been made to develop GLAD films for

different MEMS applications, such as polymer structures [76]. Furthermore, GLAD

films with specially designed friction properties have been developed for use in mi-

crogrippers [77]. One example of GLAD integration into MEMS can be found in

[78]. This work demonstrates the use of MgF2 GLAD helices as a humidity sensing

layer on large-scale polysilicon piezoresistive cantilevers. Although very preliminary,

this work showed some promising initial results indicating that the GLAD films im-

proved the sensitivity of the resonant cantilevers to humidity. There are no SEM

images of the completed devices in the paper, however, and so the film uniformity
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on the devices cannot be compared to results from this thesis work. There are also

no further publications on this topic from Strembicke et al. so there is limited im-

formation available on these devices. To the best of our knowledge, GLAD films

have not yet been integrated into NEMS.

2.3 Combining GLAD and NEMS

As discussed previously, the sensing layer of gravimetric NEMS is an area of the

sensor where substantial development is still required. An ideal sensing layer would

have a high surface area in order to reduce the LOD, have a low density so as to

add as little extra mass as possible to the NEMS, and should not greatly affect the

mechanical properties of the resonators. GLAD films have the potential to fulfill

all of these requirements, if the deposition parameters are chosen carefully. Krause

demonstrated specific surface areas of up to ∼675 m2/g for silicon dioxide GLAD

films deposited at α = 65◦ [68]. However, films deposited at higher deposition angles

have the lowest density and the most isolated stuctures. More isolated structures are

highly desirable for our application because well-defined columnar structures should

theoretically bend with the NEMS vibrating in the flexural mode without adding a

significant mechanical contribution to the system. This is schematically shown in

Figure 2.5. In order to obtain the most isolated structures possible, a deposition

angle of 86◦ has been used in this work. This is approaching the maximum depo-

sition angle of the deposition system. Silicon dioxide thin films with α = 86◦ have

specific surface areas of 475 m2/g [68], which is still a significant improvement over

the equivalent planar films, which have specific surface areas of less than 50 m2/g.

Additionally, using a high deposition angle of 86◦ will keep the film density very

low to add as little mass as possible to the NEMS. This should keep the resonance

frequencies higher in order to maintain the high sensitivity of the NEMS.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Illustration of columnar structures adding little mechanical contribution
to NEMS resonators: (a) a coated device without bending; (b) the same device
under flexural motion. Ideally, the pillars will not interact.
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We have chosen to deposit silicon dioxide GLAD films, primarily because they

can successfully be surface functionalized [79], which is necessary for gravimetric

sensing. Silicon dioxide is also compatible with high temperatures required for

CMOS processing, which is an added benefit considering that sensing layers com-

prised of gold or polymer layers are not compatible with high temperatures.

GLAD films may also improve the response time of gravimetric NEMS sensors.

As previously mentioned, GLAD films have been demonstrated to be highly effective

humidity sensors with very fast response times of less than 200 ms for films thinner

than 1 µm [80]. This is a much faster response time than those reported in the

literature for polymer sensing layers on NEMS; for example, Bargatin et al. saw a

2 s equilibration time in their polymer-coated NEMS [22]. Using GLAD may allow

faster equilibration times and improve gravimetric NEMS performance.

For these many reasons, the theory shows that GLAD films are an excellent

choice for high surface area sensing layers on NEMS. The remainder of this work

will explore the fabrication of these devices and assess their performance. Resonance

frequency and quality factor of the GLAD-coated NEMS (henceforth called GLEMS)

will be the two main indicators of performance because of their direct correlations

to sensitivity and resolution.

2.3.1 Similar High Surface Area Devices in the Literature

A thorough search of the literature revealed that to our knowledge, this is the first

experimental work on the fabrication of high surface area micro- or nanomechanical

devices. The only similar work is theoretical in nature and comes from Huiling Duan

at Peking University in China [38]. In this work, they have proposed a theoretical

framework to describe the static and dynamic sensitivities of cantilevers coated

with micro- and nanoporous materials. This is done by simultaneously analyzing

the surface stress produced by the high surface area layer and the potential for

increased adorption mass. Their conclusions were that nanoporous materials provide

the largest improvements for both static and dynamic sensitivities. The material

they suggested for the high surface area layer is an Au film with pores produced

through dealloying. This material is in some sense the reverse of GLAD films, where

the pores are etched into a solid film and are therefore connected by very thin strands

of material. GLAD posts, alternatively, are deposited directly onto the substrate

and for the most part are not connected to each other. The authors present only

a theoretical framework, and do not show experimental results, indicating that the

work presented in this thesis is an innovative contribution to both the NEMS and

GLAD communities.
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Chapter 3

Fabrication and
Characterization of High
Surface Area Nanomechanical
Devices

The first goal in this project was to develop a fabrication process for high surface

area NEMS. This was not trivial, as these types of devices have never before been

fabricated. This chapter will first discuss the development of the fabrication process

flow and device designs. Then, the characterization tools used, including scanning

electron microscopy and optical interferometry, will be described.

3.1 Fabrication Process Flow

The fabrication process flow was developed iteratively, with all of the fabrication

completed at the University of Alberta NanoFab. Several generations of devices

were fabricated, with slight variations in the process flow for each generation. This

iterative method allowed for full optimization of the fabrication process, and so the

final process flow is reliable and repeatable. The process flow outlined here is the

final, optimized, process flow. The process flow is shown in Figure 3.1.

The substrates were silicon-on-insulator (SOI) purchased from CMC Microsys-

tems and manufactured by Soitec. The SOI had a 145 nm ± 10% thick (100) silicon

device layer and a 1 µm buried oxide (BOX) layer. These wafers were fabricated us-

ing Soitec’s SmartCutTM technique, which is capable of producing very thin device

layers [81]. SmartCutTM implants hydrogen ions into an oxidized silicon wafer. The

hydrogen ions then cause the silicon to break at the implantation depth, leaving

a thin layer of silicon on silicon dioxide. The oxide is then bonded to the handle
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of the process flow used to fabricate the GLEMS. (a) Diced
and cleaned and SOI chip. (b) ∼140 nm of ZEP 520A resist spin coated on. (c)
Resist patterned with EBL, then developed. (d) ICPRIE used to etch Si. (e) Resist
removed with Remover PG and O2 plasma etch. (f) BOE etch removes BOX and
releases devices. (g) GLAD deposited on released NEMS to create GLEMS.

wafer to form a silicon-oxide-silicon wafer. For more detailed information on the

fabrication of these wafers, please refer to Reference [81]. The original SOI wafer

was 20 cm in diameter, and was cleaved into quarters. One quarter of the wafer was

then diced into 1 cm by 1 cm chips using the Disco DAD 321 dicing saw. The small

pieces were then cleaned in a Piranha bath (3:1 sulfuric acid to hydrogen peroxide)

for 15 min. Once the substrates were prepared, they were spin-coated with a 1:1

mixture of ZEP 520A positive resist and anisole solvent, shown in Figure 3.1b. The

addition of the anisole reduces the thickness of the spun-on resist layer, giving a

resist thickness of ∼140 nm. The resist was spun on using a Brewer spinner with a

500 rpm spread cycle for 5 s and a 5000 rpm spin cycle for 40 s. The substrates were

then baked on a Brewer hotplate for 10 minutes at 170 ◦C to drive off excess solvent.
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The next step was to use the Raith 150-TWO electron beam lithography (EBL)

system to pattern the devices, shown in Figure 3.1c. EBL is capable of writing

very small features, such as those desired for NEMS. During the lithography step,

a 10 µm aperture and 10 kV accelerating voltage were used. Since ZEP 520A is a

positive resist, the chemical bonds were weakened in the exposed areas. On each

1 cm2 chip, four identical patterns were written in each corner. This expedited the

process development as four identical samples were produced with each EBL write.

After the writing procedure, the chips were developed in ZED N50 developer for

40 s. The chips were then transferred to a 1:3 mixture of methyl isobutyl ketone

(MIBK) to isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 30 s to stop the development. Finally the

chips were rinsed in IPA for 30 s and another 30 s in deionized (DI) H2O. The devel-

opment process removes the resist with weakened bonds, and so all of the exposed

resist is removed.

The next step was to etch the silicon device layer, illustrated in Figure 3.1d.

This was done using the STS inductively-coupled plasma reactive ion etch (IC-

PRIE). This is a dry etch that tends to etch anisotropically because the substrate

is biased to draw the etchant ions directly perpendicular to the substrate. This

results in vertical sidewalls, which are desirable for creating the most uniform and

rectangular beams possible. In this case, SF6 gas was used as the etchant due to its

high selectivity of silicon over silicon dioxide. The etch was carried out for 30 s.

After the ICPRIE step, the resist had to be removed, as shown in Figure 3.1e.

This was done by soaking the chip in Remover PG for 10 min, and then soaking the

chip in IPA for 5 min to remove any Remover PG residues. As surface cleanliness

proved to be of critical importance, any further residues were removed using an

oxygen plasma etch for 4 min in the µEtch system.

The next step was to release the silicon devices from the BOX layer underneath

(Figure 3.1f). A wet buffered oxide etch (BOE) was used. BOE is a 10:1 mixture of

ammonium fluoride to hydrofluoric acid. This released the devices; however, with-

out proper drying, the devices would fail due to static friction, or stiction. Stiction

occurs in micro- and nanoscale mechanical devices when water is left in the space

between the device and the substrate. The capillary forces caused by the water are

quite strong, and as a result when the water evaporates slowly, the devices bend

toward the substrate. When the water evaporates completely, the device is left

adhered to the substrate, usually permanently. Stiction is a very common failure

mode in MEMS/NEMS. In order to avoid stiction, critical point drying was used.
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Immediately after the BOE etch, the samples were rinsed in DI H2O and then trans-

ferred to IPA as quickly as possible to minimize exposure to air. The chip was then

placed in IPA in the Tousimis critical point drier. Critical point drying floods the

sample with liquid CO2 to replace the IPA. Then, the pressure and temperature

are increased to reach the critical point of CO2, above which CO2 is a supercritical

fluid. This means that the CO2 transitions from liquid to vapour phase without

crossing a phase boundary, and so the likelihood of stiction is greatly reduced as no

evaporation occurs. After the critical point drying is done, the NEMS devices are

complete. An SEM image of a completed NEMS cantilever is shown in Figure 3.2.

The next step is to add the GLAD film to the surface of the NEMS.

3.5 µm 
250 nm 

400 nm 

I µm 

Figure 3.2: Top-down SEM image of a NEMS cantilever, 400 nm wide, 3.5 µm long,
145 nm thick.

Since each 1 cm2 chip had four sets of devices, the chip was cleaved into smaller

pieces to give four separate samples. Cleaving was done simply with a diamond

scribe. One of the four pieces was left untouched to act as a control sample. Two

of the samples were coated with GLAD films, illustrated in Figure 3.1g. The fourth

was left as a spare in case an error occurred during the deposition. The samples were

prepared for GLAD coating by first being attached first to a glass slide with double

sided kapton tape. The glass slide was then taped using kapton tape to the deposi-

tion chuck, adjacent to one quarter of a silicon wafer. For each deposition, a quarter
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wafer of (100) Si was also coated to serve as a witness sample. This provided a large

sample of GLAD films so that the thickness and morphology of the posts could be

easily analyzed. The chuck was then placed into the deposition system. The GLAD

films were grown using AXXIS systems (Kurt J. Lesker). The base pressure was

∼2×10−7 Torr, and deposition pressures were ∼2×10−6 Torr. The material used

was SiO2 (Cerac, 99.99% pure, 1–3 mm pieces). The deposition angle was 86◦ and

the pitch of the films was 5 nm. The pitch is the amount of material deposited in

one 360◦ rotation in φ. A 5 nm pitch is relatively small, which means the substrate

rotation will be quite fast, resulting in the growth of vertical posts as opposed to

helices. Two different film thicknesses were grown: 100 nm and 300 nm. After the

film deposition, the GLEMS were complete. A scanning electron microscope (SEM)

image of the finished devices are shown in Figure 3.3.

2 µm 

Figure 3.3: Top-down SEM image of a GLEMS cantilever, 400 nm wide and 3.75
µm long.

The yields of each type of device are listing in Table 3.1. The uncoated DCBs,

300 nm GLAD-coated DCBs, and 100 nm GLAD-coated cantilevers have the highest

yields. This indicates that the thickness of the GLAD film does not affect the yield

for the DCBs. The failed DCBs on the 100 nm GLAD-coated sample were mid-

length, and near each other on the chip, which indicates that a piece of debris may

be the cause of device failure. The cantilever devices, alternatively, seem to have a
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reduced yield when the thicker GLAD films are deposited. This is most likely due to

the surface stress introduced by the deposition process, and will be dicussed further

in Chapter 5. The failed cantilever devices are always the longer devices, indicating

that stiction is the most likely failure mechanism.

Table 3.1: Yields for each category of device fabricated.

Device Type Yield (%)

Uncoated Cantilevers 86
Uncoated DCBs 100

100 nm GLAD-coated cantilevers 100
100 nm GLAD-coated DCBs 92

300 nm GLAD-coated cantilevers 70
300 nm GLAD-coated DCBs 100

The following section highlights the rationales behind different aspects of the

fabrication process.

3.2 Fabrication Challenges

3.2.1 Clumping

It may seem strange that the GLAD film deposition is the final step to occur in

the GLEMS fabrication sequence. In a typical process flow, the majority of the

layers are deposited first, and then alternating patterning and etching creates the

desired device. The reason the typical process sequence cannot be used for GLAD

films is because the as-deposited GLAD films are incompatible with wet processing.

When exposed to liquids such as water, resist, or developer solution, the individual

posts comprising the GLAD films clump together due to capillary forces between

the posts. This mechanism is nearly identical to stiction and is described more fully

by the group of Zhao et al. in References [82] and [83]. Clumping is also known as

clustering or the nanocarpet effect.

Clumping is highly undesirable. It drastically reduces the surface area of the

GLAD films and effectively destroys the well-defined columnar morphology. Some

work has been done to alter the GLAD films post-deposition in order to stiffen

them and prevent clumping. Ion milling has been shown to improve the GLAD film’s

resistance to clumping after exposure to water [84]. For NEMS fabrication, repeated

exposure to liquids is required. Ion milling does not make the posts sufficiently

robust to endure this process. Ion milling also reduces the surface roughness of the

posts, and therefore also reduces the surface area of the GLAD films. A reduction

in surface area is highly undesirable for this thesis work. Clumping is one of the
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primary reasons that GLAD films have experienced difficulty being integrated into

devices. Without the ability to directly pattern the GLAD films, it is challenging

to use GLAD films in micro- and nanoscale devices. To avoid clumping, the GLAD

deposition had to be the last step in the GLEMS fabrication process.

3.2.2 Edge Effects

Placing the GLAD deposition at the end of the process flow introduced another

issue. This issue, called edge effects, occurs when GLAD films are deposited on sub-

strates with uneven topography. The uneven topography, combined with the highly

oblique angle of the incident flux, results in solid films growing on the edges of the

topography, and porous films growing near the centre of the feature [85]. If a device,

such as a NEMS resonator, is present on the substrate, the incident flux will observe

a nearly zero incident angle along the sides of the device. This results in the depo-

sition of a solid thin film on the sides of the beam. On the top surface of the beam,

the incident flux sees the expected oblique angle and widely spaced GLAD posts are

deposited. When these two extremes meet at the corner of the NEMS beam, the

result is an extremely non-uniform film composed of large, poorly-defined columns.

Edge effects reduce the surface area dramatically and the solid layer along the edge

of the beams is detrimental to their mechanical performance.

To eliminate this issue, the NEMS were inset into the silicon. Instead of remov-

ing a large amount of the silicon device layer to expose the resonators, which is the

approach typically used in MEMS/NEMS fabrication, only the outline of the res-

onators was removed. A narrow outline was written using EBL. The narrower the

line, or gap, the fewer the edge effects. This is because the flux is incident at such

an oblique angle that it will not “see” small gaps in the silicon. Figure 3.4 shows

a schematic of what the incident flux would see at a very low α (Figure 3.4a) and

at a very high α (Figure 3.4b). At high α, the incident flux sees only a continuous

substrate if the gap is sufficiently small. In order to eliminate the edge effects, very

narrow gaps had to be written. Writing very narrow gaps and removing very little

silicon also dramatically reduced the EBL write-time, which allowed fast prototyp-

ing and more efficient processing.

The width of the gap had to be optimized. Very narrow gaps were difficult to

fabricate, reducing the yield and repeatability of the process. Narrow gaps also made

the devices more difficult to find on the chip, increasing the difficulty of characteri-

zation. On the other hand, wide gaps caused edge effects to occur. To optimize the

gap width, a test chip was written. This chip contained lines with varying widths

from 50 nm wide to 500 nm wide in increments of 50 nm. ∼300 nm of SiO2 GLAD
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the design to eliminate edge effects. (a) shows the view
of the devices from a low incident angle, and (b) shows the view at a high incident
angle, close to 90◦. Note that the device outline essentially vanishes at a high
incident angle, meaning that the incident flux sees a nearly planar substrate.

vertical posts were grown at α = 86◦ on the test chip. The lines were then imaged to

determine the widest gap without edge effects. The 50 nm gaps were very difficult

to locate with the SEM, suggesting that that devices with gaps this narrow would

be difficult to characterize. The gaps with widths greater than 300 nm all showed

obvious edge effects. An SEM image comparing the 300 nm width to the 250 nm

width is shown in Figure 3.5, with the 300 nm gap on the left and the 250 nm

gap on the right. From this image, it was determined that a gap width of 250 nm

eliminated edge effects and was also straightforward to fabricate. Therefore, a 250

nm wide gap was used throughout the remainder of the study.

1 µm

(a)

1 µm

(b)

Figure 3.5: The test structure used to determine the optimal gap width, coated
with ∼300 nm of GLAD SiO2 vertical posts. (a) shows both the 300 nm and 250
nm widths. The line on the left has a gap of 300 nm, and edge effects are visible on
the outline of the structure. The line on the right has a gap width of 250 nm. Edge
effects are not noticeable here. (b) is a zoomed-in image of the 250 nm width only,
and shows minimal edge effects at high magnification.
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3.2.3 Surface Residues

Another issue that proved quite troublesome during the development of the fabri-

cation process was surface residues. Since all of the NEMS fabrication had to be

completed before the GLAD deposition, there were many opportunities for the chips

to become contaminated with debris or residues. Since the GLAD films tend to de-

posit preferentially on raised surfaces, and because topography creates edge effects,

the GLAD film uniformity was destroyed when deposited on surface residues. The

residues were not always found on devices, but when they were, the defects pro-

duced were device-disabling. Figure 3.6 shows an SEM image of a device destroyed

by surface residues. The GLAD film in this case was deposited in a strange pattern

on top of the residues and bridged the gap between the resonator and the rest of

the substrate.

2 µm

Figure 3.6: A DCB destroyed by the presence of surface residues. Note the non-
uniform GLAD deposition that causes the GLAD to grow in the gap between the
beam and the substrate. No oxygen plasma etches were used in the fabrication of
this beam, and a pentane release method was used instead of critical point drying.

It was initially thought that performing an oxygen plasma etch after all of the

processing steps and prior to the GLAD deposition would clean the chip sufficiently

to eliminate the surface residues. The process cleaned the substrates effectively, but

unfortunately it also induced buckling in the doubly clamped beams. The buckling

was extremely obvious in the GLAD-coated devices, as buckled-up beams produced

shadowed areas, and buckled-down beams did not have any GLAD posts deposited

on them. SEM images of the buckled devices are shown in Figure 3.7.

Oxygen adsorption onto silicon can cause surface stresses [86]; these surface
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(a)

1 µm

(b)

Figure 3.7: SEM images of buckled DCBs. (a) shows a beam that is buckled up, and
(b) shows a beam that is buckled down. In both cases the shadowing of the GLAD
films provides a stong indicator of the device failure. These DCBs were fabricated
near each other on the same chip.

stresses have been shown to affect both the resonance frequency and quality factor

of cantilevers [30]. It is conceivable that while undergoing the oxygen plasma etch,

a relatively thick oxide layer could have formed on the NEMS, inducing stress and

causing buckling. However, both [86] and [30] state that oxygen adsorption onto

a (100) Si surface causes tensile stress, whereas buckling is caused by compressive

stress. A different mechanism than oxygen adsorption may be the cause; perhaps

damage to the silicon surface caused by the etch. Also of note is that there was no

consistent trend to predict which devices would be buckled up and which would be

buckled down. Often, a buckled-up beam was adjacent to a buckled-down beam on

the same chip. A further study specifically on this phenomenon would be required

to understand the mechanism causing the buckling.

Thermal treatments such as annealing have been shown to reduce both compres-

sive and tensile stress in silicon [87, 88, 89, 44]. The temperature and duration of

treatment required to fully relax the silicon varies in the literature; however, most

of the temperatures are 1000 ◦C or greater. The times vary widely, with anywhere

from 30 min to 120 min reported. Annealing was attempted to relax the stress in

the buckled beams. Two buckled samples were annealed in argon. The first was

done for 30 min at 1000 ◦C. The second was done for 60 min at 1100 ◦C. Opti-

cal microscope images of the annealed beams showed the surface debris worsened

after the thermal process. There was also no obvious relaxation of the buckling.

It was decided to simply avoid the use of an oxygen plasma etch after the NEMS

completion and before the GLAD deposition. As mentioned in Chapter 2, buckled

beams behave nonlinearly, and so buckling had to be prevented to keep the devices
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operating in the linear regime.

Since an oxygen plasma etch at the end of the fabrication process could not be

used, the next course of action was to go through the fabrication process step-by-step

to determine the source of the debris. This was done by inspecting the devices with

optical microscopy after each step in the fabrication process and carefully recording

where residues were introduced. The two steps that introduced the most debris onto

the chip were the resist removal step and the critical point drying step. The resist

removal step left many large, thin, organic residues on the chip. The critical point

dry step left large, isolated pieces of debris. The residues from the resist removal

were the most important residues to focus on eliminating as they were the residues

causing the problems shown in Figure 3.6, and affected many devices at once. The

debris from the critical point dry, alternatively, was very isolated and only affected

one or two devices on each chip.

One attempt was made to eliminate the residues from the critical point drier. A

pentane release technique was used on one generation of devices. A pentane release

takes advantage of the fact that pentane evaporates very quickly in ambient condi-

tions. Immediately after the BOE release and subsequent DI H2O rinse, the chip is

placed quickly in a small amount of IPA. Pentane is then added in small increments

to the IPA until the mixture is mainly pentane. The chip is then transferred quickly

to pure pentane, and then removed from the pentane and dried with dry nitrogen.

This step successfully eliminated all of the large pieces of debris from the process.

Unfortunately, it also added organic residues to the chip. Since the organic residues

destroyed more devices than the critical point drier debris, only the critical point

dry step was used for the remaining generations of devices.

Initially, the resist was removed using only Remover PG, a wet chemical. During

the course of the residue-isolating experiments, it was determined that either leftover

resist or possibly a residue from the Remover PG was the source of the residues on

the NEMS. The addition of an IPA rinse after the Remover PG seemed to improve

the device yield, albeit inconsistently. To improve the consistency of the residue

removal, an oxygen plasma etch was introduced immediately after the resist removal

with Remover PG/IPA. The idea was that since the devices were not released, any

SiO2 grown on the surface of the silicon would be removed during the subsequent

BOE release step and the devices would remain unaffected by the oxygen plasma

etch. This proved to work well, and resulted in clean and unbuckled devices.
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3.3 Device Design

The devices were designed using the Raith 150-TWO software, a 2D CAD program

intended to accompany the EBL writing system. Figure 3.8 shows the design output

by the software. Designing the DCBs and cantilevers was relatively straightforward;

the only design rules that were used were that the anchor pad should be much larger

than the width of the beam, and that each resonator should be isolated from the

rest of the device layer to prevent coupling of device resonances. The anchor pads

were 6.5 µm wide and 4 µm long, substantially wider than the 400 nm wide beams.

The gaps were designed to be 250 nm wide, as described in the Section 3.2.2 above.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the devices written using the Raith 150-TWO software.
The rightmost image shows all of the devices written in each session. The modified
devices are visible in the array labelled “Test” in this schematic. The array on
the top left is the cantilever array. All devices of the same length are labelled
alphabetically, and each column is labelled numerically, giving a unique designation
for each device. The DCBs measured are shown at the bottom left of the figure,
with an identical naming scheme.

The lengths of the beams were designed according to Equations 2.5 and 2.10
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in order to ensure that the resonance frequencies of the devices would be easily

detected by the optical interferometry system. This resulted in lengths of 3.5 µm,

3.75 µm, 4 µm, 4.25 µm, 4.5 µm, 4.75 µm, 5 µm, 5.5 µm, 6 µm, and 7 µm for

the cantilevers. These devices had nominal resonance frequencies ranging from ∼15

MHz to ∼4 MHz, well within the limits of the optical detection system. The doubly

clamped beams ranged in length from 7 µm to 14 µm in increments of 1 µm. This

led to a range of resonance frequencies between ∼25 MHz to ∼6 MHz according to

Equation 2.5. The highest frequencies would be difficult to detect with the optical

interferometry system. However, there was an uncertain amount of compressive

stress present in the SOI, as the effects of compressive stress had been observed

in previous experiments. It was estimated the resonance frequencies of the doubly

clamped beams would be detectable by the interferometry system as the compres-

sive stress would lower the resonance frequencies.

The beam widths were chosen somewhat arbitrarily, since the width has no effect

on the resonance frequency. The beam width was 400 nm. Typically, the width of

NEMS is narrower. In this case, however, additional width acted to increase the

surface area of each resonator, and so it was decided to keep the width larger in

order to increase the number of GLAD posts on each beam. In the final design,

shown in Figure 3.8, each device was repeated six times on the chip to ensure that

several working devices would be present. This meant that there was an array of

6×10 cantilevers and an array of 6×7 DCBs. The length varied in each row (labeled

alphabetically in Figure 3.8). Each column was labeled numerically and contained

duplicate devices. For example, for the cantilevers, column 1 was identical to column

4. Row “a” contained the shortest devices and row “j” contained the longest devices.

In addition to the standard DCBs and cantilevers, modified NEMS were fabri-

cated to test the effect of the GLAD on the clamping point of the resonators. These

modified devices were done with both singly and doubly clamped configurations

and featured narrow clamping points of 100 nm. The devices then widened out

to 400 nm in the centre. SEM images of a modified doubly clamped beam and a

modified cantilever are shown in Figure 3.9. The length of the modified DCBs were

7 µm and 8 µm long. The length of the modified cantilevers was 4 µm long. Three

of each device were fabricated on the chip for a total of nine modified devices.

One other design was fabricated, shown in Figure 3.9b and Figure 3.9c. This

design featured a device with no specific support structure. Rather, the devices

were supported by a large area of the substrate. To prevent the coupling of device

resonances, the devices were all surrounded by large squares. These devices were
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Figure 3.9: SEM images of devices with narrowed clamping points. (a) shows a
doubly clamped beam with 100 nm wide clamping points coated with 300 nm of
GLAD vertical posts deposited at 86◦. (b) is a cantilever with a 100 nm wide
clamping point coated with 100 nm of GLAD vertical posts deposited at 86◦. (c)
A zoomed-out view of an uncoated NEMS device with no support pad. Notice
the square etched around the outside, designed to limit any coupling of vibrations
between devices.

also tested, but showed no obvious differences in frequency, phase, or quality factor

to the more traditional devices shown in Figure 3.3. In fact, these devices proved

somewhat more difficult to measure in the optical interferometry system because

the alignment was much more difficult without the support structure to use as a

visual reference. For this reason, the traditional devices were used for all of the

measurements and analysis in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.4 Characterization Techniques

Two main characterization techniques were used to determine the success of the

devices. The first was scanning electron microscopy, which provided visual feedback
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on the fabrication process. The second was optical interferometry, which detected

and recorded the resonance peaks and phase signals of the devices. These two tech-

niques will be described in more detail in the following subsections.

Other characterization techniques used were optical microscopy and variable an-

gle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE). Optical microscopy was used throughout the

fabrication process design to detect the presence of surface residues and to confirm

the success of various steps, such as development and resist removal. Optical mi-

croscopy proved invaluable in isolating the residue-producing steps and mitigating

the effects of the surface residues.

VASE was used to determine the reflectance of the GLAD film to confirm that

optical interferometry was a viable detection technique. Ideally, the GLAD film

should not scatter the laser light required for the sensitive optical interferometry

measurements so the signal-to-noise ratio is maximized. VASE was used to test the

scattering effect of the GLAD film by comparing the reflectance of a SOI substrate

coated with ∼300 nm of SiO2 GLAD vertical posts to an uncoated SOI sample. The

reflectance measurements were done over a wavelength range of 500 nm to 1000 nm

at incident angles of 20◦ to 70◦. Figure 3.10 shows the results for an incident angle

of 20◦ over the entire wavelength range for the uncoated and GLAD-coated SOI.

The optical interferometry setup operates at a wavelength of 633 nm and an

incident angle of zero. Unfortunately, the ellipsometer does not have the ability to

measure the reflectance at incident angles less than 20◦, and so the conditions of

the optical interferometry setup could not be mimicked exactly. By comparing the

reflectance at the lowest angle of incidence (20◦) at the desired wavelength of 633

nm, an estimate of the scattering can be obtained. Figure 3.10 demonstrates that

the GLAD film should have a negligible scattering effect on the optical interferom-

etry results.
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Figure 3.10: Measurements of the reflectance of an uncoated SOI sample compared
to the reflectance of a SOI substrate coated with ∼300 nm of GLAD SiO2 vertical
posts deposited at 86◦ over a range of wavelengths at a 20◦ angle of incidence.
At a wavelength of 633 nm, the reflectances of the two samples are within error,
indicating that scattering is negligible in the optical interferometry measurements.

3.4.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to image the devices. This technique

uses secondary electrons generated from the sample to map the topography. Two dif-

ferent SEM instruments were used during the course of this research; a field-emission

JEOL 6301F (Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences), and a field-emission

Hitachi S-4800 (National Institute for Nanotechnology). The majority of the initial

imaging was done using the JEOL 6301F. When higher resolutions were required for

close examination of the devices, the devices were imaged using the Hitachi S-4800.

The accelerating voltages used ranged from 15 kV to 20 kV.

All of the samples containing released devices were imaged without a metallic

coating. Often, metallic coatings such as gold or chrome are used to increase the

conductivity of a sample and prevent charge buildup from distorting the images.

In this case, the coating would significantly alter the released devices, perhaps ren-

dering them inoperable. Even a thin gold coating can dramatically decrease the
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quality factor of resonant cantilevers [51], and so no conductive coatings were used.

This may have reduced the image quality in some cases. The chips containing

NEMS/GLEMS were also attached to the SEM stubs using carbon tape. While

this method increases carbon contamination of the SEM system, it also allows the

chips to be easily removed from the stubs, which is important to ensure they can

be reused after SEM imaging.

The samples containing only GLAD films were prepared for SEM imaging much

differently than the device-containing samples. The GLAD films were carefully

cleaved from the quarter-wafer witness sample to ensure that one edge remained

untouched to provide the best cross-sectional image possible. These samples, typ-

ically ∼1 cm2 in area, were attached to the SEM stubs with silver paint. This

provided a conductive path for the electrons to move from the sample to the stub.

The samples were baked at 100 ◦C for 30 minutes in atmosphere to drive off the

solvent in the Ag paint. Finally, the GLAD samples were coated with a thin layer

(∼1 nm) of chrome in order to improve the conductivity and image quality. Re-

ducing the charging as much as possible was important for obtaining accurate film

cross-sections and therefore GLAD film thickness measurements.

3.4.2 Optical Interferometry

The resonance frequencies of the devices were measured using the optical interfer-

ometry setup described in Reference [10]. During the measurements, the devices

were kept under vacuum. The pressure was less than 1× 10−5 Torr to prevent any

damping from the surrounding air. The experimental setup used a helium neon

(HeNe) laser operating at 633 nm wavelength to detect the motion of the NEMS.

The laser was focused onto the NEMS using a microscope objective (50×, 0.45 nu-

merical aperture). Alignment was performed by adjusting the x- and y- axes using

a piezoelectric flexure stage. Rough alignment was performed manually; however,

fine alignment was done by using computer software written in LabVIEW to con-

trol the stage. The focus was adjusted by manually moving the stage’s z-axis. Once

the laser was focused correctly, it reflected off both the resonating devices and the

substrate underneath. The changing distance between the device and the substrate

produced oscillating optical interference. The reflected signal was directed onto a

photodiode by a 50/50 beam splitter. The photodiode converted the optical signal

to an electrical signal, which was sent to a network analyzer. A schematic of the

optical interferometry setup is shown in Figure 3.11.

The devices were actuated mechanically using a piezoelectric (PZ) disk. The
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the optical interferometry setup. The HeNe laser self-
interferes when focused on the NEMS. The resonance signal is detected by the
photodiode. The devices are mechanically actuated by a piezoelectric disk and
read out using a network analyzer. Figure courtesy of Vincent Sauer; used with
permission.

PZ disk takes an electrical signal from the network analyzer and converts it to me-

chanical motion. The NEMS chip was mounted on the PZ disk with double sided

tape. The movement of the PZ disk shakes the NEMS, inciting mechanical vibra-

tion. The advantage of this actuation technique is simplicity; no on-chip electronics

are required. The disadvantage is the narrow bandwidth offered by the PZ disk.

The PZ disk has a frequency range of 1–20 MHz. At frequencies higher than 20

MHz, the PZ disk does not convert electrical signals efficiently, and so it does not

produce significant mechanical vibrations at higher frequencies. This is the primary

reason the device resonances are limited to less than 20 MHz, and why only the

fundamental mode of the devices was studied in this thesis. Modes higher than

the fundamental mode for the given geometries have resonance frequencies above or

close to this 20 MHz threshold, making them difficult to detect. The power sent to

the PZ disk can also be adjusted. For these experiments, the drive power to this disk

was kept sufficiently low to maintain linear performance of the devices. High drive

powers can lead to nonlinear behaviour, which is undesirable for this application [10].

The network analyzer is a very important part of the setup. The network ana-
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lyzer is capable of driving and detecting the NEMS simultaneously. The input and

output frequencies are swept over the same frequency range at the same time, which

means that the NEMS are actuated specifically at their resonance frequency. When

recording the frequency and phase data of the devices, a bandwidth of 300 Hz was

used with 801 points in each scan. The span of each measurement ranged from 3

kHz to 100 kHz. This ensured that the data was not undersampled. A rule of thumb

to ensure adequate sampling using the network analyzer is:

span

bandwidth
< number of points (3.1)

Using Equation 3.1, it can be verified that the largest span that can be sampled

using a 300 Hz bandwidth and 801 points is 240.3 kHz. Since none of the spans

measured exceeded 100 kHz, it is clear that adequate sampling was used to record

the NEMS resonance and phase information.

During measurements, it is possible for the laser to heat the devices. Heating

NEMS has been observed to shift their resonant frequencies and potentially degrade

their quality factors of the devices [90]. In order to obtain the most accurate mea-

surements, the laser power was reduced with a 1.0 neutral density filter to prevent

heating of the NEMS. This, in combination with low drive powers, accounts for

the relatively small amplitude of the measurements in comparison to other devices

reported in the literature.

Both amplitude and phase measurements were obtained for each device mea-

sured. The amplitudes of the devices were measured linearly in frequency. The

laser spot was focused on the centre of the DCBs and at the tip of the cantilevers to

obtain an optimal signal. The signal was further optimized by adjusting the x-, y-,

and z-axes of the flexure stage. Each curve was averaged on the network analyzer

16 times before capturing in order to reduce the noise. The data was captured using

LabVIEW software connected to the network analyzer.
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Chapter 4

Results and Analysis for NEMS

To understand the results obtained from the GLEMS, the results from the uncoated

NEMS must first be examined. These results provide baseline data for the qual-

ity factors and resonance frequencies. This chapter will provide a detailed analysis

of the uncoated NEMS. First, the more straightforward cantilever beams will be

examined. The results from the uncoated DCBs will then be analyzed. The impor-

tant findings from the uncoated NEMS will be summarized at the end of the chapter.

All of the data was recorded using the optical interferometry system described

in Chapter 3. Additionally, the numerical values for the quality factors and reso-

nance frequencies of the devices were obtained from the resonance curves by curve

fitting using Equation 2.19. This method used nonlinear least squares regression in

gnuplot (version 4.6) with the fitting variables γ, y0, f0, and Q. The curve fitting

technique also outputs a percentage error for each fitting variable based on the fit.

This is how the error in the quality factor and resonance frequency was obtained.

The code used to fit the data, and a more thorough description of the curve fitting

methodology, can be found in Appendix A. A sample resonance peak and corre-

sponding phase data is shown in Figure 4.1. This data is for a cantilever device that

is nominally 3.5 µm long. The fit to the amplitude is shown in the inset of Figure 4.1.

A minimum of three devices of each length (out of six possible devices) were

measured to provide information about the variation in the resonance frequencies

and quality factors. Minimal variation indicated that the fabrication process pro-

duced uniform devices, whereas significant differences in resonance frequency and

quality factor indicated that the fabrication uniformity was poor. Measuring three

devices was a good balance between obtaining sufficient data about the uniformity

and minimizing the time spent performing the measurements. This improved the

efficiency of the experiments.
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Figure 4.1: A sample resonance curve for a 3.5 µm long cantilever with no GLAD
coating. The black curve shows that amplitude response and the blue curve shows
the phase response. The inset shows the curve fit to the amplitude. The solid red
line is the fit.

One device at a time was measured, starting with a column 1 device and moving

along the row in increasing numerical order along each row according to Figure 3.8

until responses from three devices were measured. This meant that all devices of the

same length were measured consecutively. Then, the laser spot was moved down to

the next row and the measurements of the next length of device were made. For ex-

ample, the cantilever measurements were done in the order a1, a2, a3, a4, etc. until

responses from three “a” devices were successfully detected. Then, the “b” devices

were measured, followed by the “c” devices. For the cantilevers, 30 resonance peaks

were obtained. The same measurement strategy was used for the DCBs. Resonance

peaks for the shortest DCBs, 7 µm long, were not detectable by the optical interfer-

ometry system. This is most likely because their resonance frequencies were above

the 20 MHz frequency limit imposed by the PZ disk. Therefore, 21 resonance peaks

were obtained for the DCBs instead of the desired 24 measurements.

Another experimental parameter that was important to quantify accurately was

the length of the NEMS. There is uncertainty in the length of the devices because
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1 µm 

Figure 4.2: A standard NEMS DCB with nominal length 8 µm. The red arrow
shows the bright line that is the edge of the undercut caused by the BOE etch. The
blue arrows show the points between which the length measurements were taken.

the release step is a wet etch, which causes undercut in the beams. The under-

cut from the wet etch effectively lengthens the beams. In order to determine the

actual length of the devices, SEM images were taken for both the cantilevers and

DCBs. During the imaging, one device of each length was imaged using a slow scan

rate to obtain an image that could be used to estimate the length of the device.

Since the device layer is so thin, the undercut is visible on the SEM images. The

released sections are brighter than the anchored sections, highlighted by the red

arrow in Figure 4.2. Using image processing software called ImageJ, measurements

of the length were made. The measurements were taken using a point-to-point

line drawn between the centres of the released beams at the edge of the undercut.

The blue arrows in Figure 4.2 show the two points between which the length was

measured. These measurements were repeated five times for each image. The five

measurements were averaged to give one overall length, with the standard devia-

tion as the error in the length measurement. This method gave one length for each

row of devices in Figure 3.8. Both the cantilevers and the DCBs were measured

using this method. The nominal and measured lengths of the cantilevers are listed

in Table 4.1. The nominal and measured lengths of the DCBs are listed in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.1: Cantilever beam lengths were experimentally determined from SEM im-
ages. The corresponding error estimate is included with each measurement. The
experimental lengths are compared to the nominal lengths.

Nominal length (µm) Measured length (µm)

3.50 3.549 ± 0.009
3.75 3.852 ± 0.014
4.00 4.075 ± 0.013
4.25 4.275 ± 0.005
4.50 4.539 ± 0.015
4.75 4.862 ± 0.010
5.00 5.082 ± 0.004
5.50 5.646 ± 0.013
6.00 6.031 ± 0.021
7.00 7.042 ± 0.026

Table 4.2: Doubly clamped beam lengths were experimentally determined from SEM
images. The corresponding error estimate is included with each measurement. The
experimental lengths are compared to the nominal lengths.

Nominal Length (µm) Experimental Length (µm)

7 7.122 ± 0.019
8 7.928 ± 0.036
9 8.831 ± 0.042
10 10.050 ± 0.051
11 11.280 ± 0.047
12 12.200 ± 0.031
13 13.266 ± 0.051
14 14.220 ± 0.065

To confirm the undercut added length to the NEMS, the measured lengths from

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 were plotted against the nominal lengths listed in the same ta-

bles. Separate plots were done for the cantilevers and the DCBs, since the DCBs

theoretically have twice the undercut of the cantilevers. These plots are shown in

Figure 4.3a and 4.3b. Assuming the error in length introduced by the undercut was

additive, the expected slope of these plots is 1. The slopes in both Figure 4.3a and

4.3b are very nearly 1; 1.03 ± 0.02 and 1.07 ± 0.02 respectively. These slopes are

almost within error of 1. The errors listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are due only to

the image processing technique used to obtain the estimates for length, and do not

reflect any of the error in the actual SEM itself. It is conceivable that the error

is slightly larger, and therefore the slope could be within error of 1. This result

confirms the undercut is adding a constant length to the devices, as expected.

An estimate of the undercut can be obtained by forcing the slopes in Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3: Measured length plotted versus the nominal length for (a) cantilevers
and (b) DCBs. The slopes of both are very near 1. When the slope of forced to 1,
the intercepts provide insight into the magnitude of the undercut.

to one, and examining the resulting y-intercepts. The y-intercepts represent an off-

set due to the undercut in the measured values compared to the nominal values. For

the cantilevers, the y-intercept when the slope equals 1 is 66.8± 11.6 nm. For the

DCBs, the y-intercept is 93.1± 67.1 nm. This intercept represents the magnitude of
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the offset in length caused by the undercut. This means that the cantilever offset in

length due to the undercut ranges from 55.2–78.4 nm. Likewise for the DCBs, the

undercut ranges from 26.0–160.2 nm. Dividing the DCB value by 2 to account for

both clamping points, the size of the undercut for the DCBs becomes 13.0–80.1 nm.

The ranges obtained for the cantilevers and the DCBS overlap, indicating that the

assessment of the undercut is consistent for both the cantilevers an DCBs. It can

be concluded that the undercut adds a consistent length of ∼55.2–78.4 nm to each

clamping point in the NEMS devices, effectively increasing their length.

The last parameter that is important in the analysis of the NEMS is the Young’s

modulus. The Young’s modulus is a material parameter of the Si that varies depend-

ing on the crystal plane of the material [91]. Since it was unknown exactly which

crystal plane the devices fabricated in this thesis were aligned with, an average value

for the Young’s modulus was used. This value, E = 150 GPa, is an average of the

three possible values present in (100) Si.

Once the quality factors, resonance peaks, and lengths of the beams were de-

termined, the analysis could be completed. The cantilevers will first be discussed,

followed by the DCBs. In the analysis of the quality factors and the resonance fre-

quencies, the measured lengths shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 were used for L.

4.1 Cantilevers

From the 6× 10 array of cantilevers, results from three devices of each length were

recorded for a total of 30 measurements. A total of 35 devices were tested, with five

failed devices. Thus, the yield for the uncoated cantilevers was ∼86%. A sample

cantilever resonance peak is shown in Figure 4.1.

The devices were imaged one day after the fabrication was completed. A single

column of devices was imaged, however, the specific column was not recorded. This

meant the electron beam was focused on that column of devices for much longer

than the other devices on the chip, which proved to have ramification on the quality

factor that will be discussed in the following section. When the imaging showed

successful fabrication, the devices were tested using the optical interferometry setup

the following day.
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4.1.1 Quality Factor

The measured quality factors of the uncoated cantilevers are shown in Figure 4.4.

In this graph, the quality factors of each device are plotted against the length. It

is immediately apparent that there are two separate trends occurring in the data,

forming two distinct datasets. One set had very high quality factors, ranging from

(1.4–1.7)×104. The second set had reduced quality factors, from (0.6–1.1)×104.
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Figure 4.4: Quality factors of uncoated cantilevers. There are two trends in the data,
one increasing as the length increases, and one decreasing as the length increases.
The latter has a significantly lower Q.

After closely examining the data, it was noted that all of the devices with lower

measured quality factors were from the third column. Theoretically, no difference

in quality factor should have been observed between the different columns as the

devices are almost identical. Furthermore, column 2 exhibits high quality factors

and is adjacent to column 3. It was initially thought that the lower quality factors

were due to column 3 being near or on the edge of the write field of the EBL. This

meant that during the patterning of the devices, the electron beam had to deflect

further to write the devices near the edge of the writefield. This could have caused

an error in the third column of devices, reducing the quality factor. The devices were

carefully imaged again using the higher resolution Hitachi S-4800. Two columns of
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devices were imaged, columns 2 and 3. Although there was greater edge roughness

for some of the devices in column 3 compared to column 2, there was no obvious

difference to explain the dramatic difference in quality factor.

To determine if any other columns of devices were affected, the chip was re-

measured in the optical interferometry setup. This time, only select device lengths

were measured. The a, b, e, and g devices (Figure 3.8) were chosen as they had clear

resonance peaks and contained no failed devices during the initial measurements .

All six devices of each length were measured. The results are shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of quality factors of devices before and after SEM imaging.
Column 2 devices show a substantial decrease in quality factor compared to devices
of all other columns, indicating that damage during SEM imaging may be the cause
of a decrease in Q.

The quality factors of the second measurements are lower than the initial mea-

surements. This is to be expected as quality factors tend to degrade as the devices

age due to surface contaminants and/or surface oxides [33]. The devices in columns

1 and 4–6 show fairly consistent quality factors. The Q for devices in column 3

are significantly lower, as expected. The devices in column 2 exhibit surprising be-

haviour. The quality factor has decreased much more significantly for the devices in
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column 2 than any other column of devices, and the devices in column 2 now have

Q’s comparable to those observed in the column 3 devices. Additional imaging on

the devices in columns 2 and 3 was the only change between the original measure-

ments and the second measurements. Based on the observed decrease in Q of the

devices in column 2, it can be concluded that SEM imaging has a fairly significant

impact on the quality factor. By comparing the pre- and post-measurement SEM

images, it was determined that the devices in column 3 were in fact the first devices

imaged, and that SEM imaging was the cause of the original decrease in Q.

There are a few mechanisms for how SEM imaging could have reduced Q. Firstly,

it is possible that carbon was deposited on the samples during imaging. Carbon con-

tamination is a well-known phenomenon that has been studied for decades [92] and

occurs because sources of carbon, such as carbon tape, are present in the SEM

system. Carbon contamination could cause carbon to be deposited on the NEMS

during imaging. This mechanism would also cause a frequency shift due to the added

mass of the carbon on the sample. When examining the resonance frequencies of

the column 2 devices before and after imaging, there is a consistent trend for the

post-imaging measurements to be lower than the pre-imaging measurements, and so

this is a possibility. However, the frequency shift could also be due to oxide growth

or other surface contaminants, and so this evidence is not conclusive.

Another mechanism for the reduction in Q is damage to the silicon crystal lat-

tice by the electron beam. High accelerating voltages (15–20 kV) were used in order

to obtain high resolution images without the need for a conductive coating. High

accelerating voltages increase the interaction volume of the electron beam with the

sample and the energy of the electrons interacting with the sample, therefore in-

creasing the possibility that electron-induced defects could be formed in the silicon.

Defects are known to cause the quality factors of nanoscale resonators to decrease

[18]. Regardless of the mechanism for device damage, it is clear that in the future

more care should be taken to ensure the devices are measured before SEM imaging,

or the SEM imaging is done on devices that will not be measured.

It is clear that some damage occurred to one third of the cantilever devices,

reducing the Q substantially. The data from these devices will be removed from

the remainder of the analysis. The devices labelled as “Low Q” in Figure 4.4 will

be removed, leaving only the devices labeled “High Q”. The high Q devices show

a slight upward trend in quality factor as the length of the devices increases. This

behaviour is consistent with both thermoelastic damping (Equation 2.13) and clamp-

ing loss (Equation 2.15), as well as many of the studies of Q in the literature [93, 44].
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4.1.2 Resonance Frequencies

Sample resonance data is shown in Figure 4.1. The amplitude signal is a Lorentzian

peak with a high signal-to-noise ratio. This result is typical of the uncoated can-

tilevers.

The resonance frequencies of the cantilevers are plotted versus their measured

length in Figure 4.6. An initial look at the data shows that there is very little

spread in frequency between devices of the same length. This indicates that the

fabrication successfully produced uniform devices. The next step was to ensure that

the measured data matched the theoretical behaviour for cantilevers described by

Equation 2.10. The data was fit using Equation 2.10 using a least-squares regression

in software called Origin 9, published by OriginLab. The fitting variable was the

thickness of the SOI device layer. The fit produced a thickness of 147.5 ± 0.3 nm,

which is well within the specification of 145 nm ± 10% provided by the SOI supplier.

This result confirms the cantilevers are behaving as expected from Equation 2.10,

and provides an experimental value for the thickness of the beams. This thickness

is used in theoretical calculations throughout the remainder of this thesis.
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Figure 4.6: Resonance frequency plotted versus length of uncoated cantilevers. The
data was fit using Equation 2.10 with the thickness of the device layer as the fitting
variable. This produced a thickness of 147.5 ± 0.3 nm, well within the specifications
of the SOI wafer.
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4.1.3 Phase

In addition to the amplitude results, the phase data was examined. The phase

changes of the cantilevers were 180◦ phase shifts, as expected. A sample phase mea-

surement is shown in Figure 4.1 (blue curve). Another way to show the phase shift

is to plot the phase in polar coordinates. This is shown in Figure 4.7 for the same

data as Figure 4.1. The phase shift begins and ends at the origin and has a circular

shape. This is a typical NEMS response, similar to that seen in the literature [22].

The result plotted in Figure 4.7 is representative of the other cantilevers.
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Figure 4.7: The phase shift for a 3.5 µm long cantilever has been plotted in polar
coordinates. The phase goes through the origin and is circular, as expected.

4.2 Doubly Clamped Beams

The yield of the DCBs was 100%, which demonstrates successful fabrication. This

yield excludes the shortest 7 µm beams. Since no resonance frequencies for these

short beams could be found in the optical interferometry system, it was not conclu-

sively determined whether or not they were functional. They could not, therefore,

be included in the calculation of the yield. The devices were imaged at the same

time as the cantilevers, and subsequently measured using optical interferometry. No
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effect was apparent on the Q of the DCBs, indicating that the devices imaged were

not measured. The 21 measurements taken for the DCBs are analyzed in the fol-

lowing subsections.

4.2.1 Resonance Frequencies

A sample resonance curve for a 10 µm doubly clamped beam is shown in Figure 4.8.

The signal does not have as high signal-to-noise ratio as the cantilever resonance;

however, the amplitude curve is still a Lorentzian response. This is a typical result

for the uncoated DCBs.
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Figure 4.8: Sample resonance results for a 10 µm long uncoated DCB. The amplitude
curve is a Lorentzian peak with a fairly narrow linewidth. The phase response is
noisier than its cantilever equivalent. These results are typical of the uncoated
DCBs.

The resonance frequencies of the DCBs are shown in Figure 4.9, and are substan-

tially lower than predicted by the usual DCB resonance equation (Equation 2.5).

The decrease in frequency was too large to be explained by erroneous length mea-

surements, and so it was concluded that the sample must be under compressive

stress. Many other devices fabricated from SOI in the literature show compressive
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stress [35, 20]. As discussed in Chapter 2, both Equations 2.6 and 2.7 show how the

resonance frequency can be modified to account for the effect of compressive stress.

The next step was to quantify the magnitude of the stress. This can be done

by fitting the experimental data using either Equation 2.6 or Equation 2.7. The

former has the advantage that it reduces to zero as the stress approaches zero, and

has been used with success in other papers to describe the effects of tensile stress

on DCBs [32, 33]. The latter, on the other hand, is advantageous because it sepa-

rates the effects of the bending-induced stress and the residual stress. In this thesis,

Equation 2.6 was used to fit the data, with the stress σ as the fitting variable. Equa-

tion 2.6 was chosen over Equation 2.7 because it reduced to the natural resonance

frequency when σ = 0. It also produced a fit with a higher statistical correlation.

The quantity used here to assess the quality of the fit is called the adjusted R2.

This a modified version of the determination coefficient. Here it has been adjusted

to reflect the effect of increasing the number of fitting variables in the system, and

prevent an increase in the number of fitting variables from artificially raising the

R2 value. The adjusted R2 is a statistical measure of the distance between the data

and the fit. An R2 value of 1 indicates a perfect correlation, whereas an R2 of 0

represents no correlation. In this way, the adjusted R2 can provide feedback on the

quality of the fit. For a more complete description of the adjusted R2 and how it is

calculated, the reader should refer to References [94], [95], and [96]. The first is an

excellent textbook on the design of experiments, the second a textbook describing

error analysis and linear regression, and the latter describes how the adjusted R2 is

calculated specifically in the Origin software. Fitting with Equation 2.6 produced

R2 = 0.97027. Fitting with Equation 2.7, alternatively, produced R2 = 0.96309.

The correlations of both fits are similar, however, the fit using Equation 2.6 had a

slightly improved correlation.

The fit, shown in Figure 4.9, produced a value of σ = −32.5±0.3 MPa. The neg-

ative sign indicates compressive stress, as expected. This value agrees very well with

other values for built-in stress in SOI found in the literature. For example, Iwase et

al. found that their SOI had a stress of −39 MPa [35]. Visually, the fit correlates

well at longer lengths but poorly at shorter lengths. The exact mechanism for this is

uncertain. From a mathematical standpoint, it is possible that Equation 2.6 begins

to fail as the length of the DCBs approaches zero. This is because as the length

becomes very small, the stress term will have a much smaller contribution to the

resonance frequency. In the case of a compressive stress, this will cause the equation

to overestimate the resonance frequency at short beam lengths.
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Figure 4.9: Resonance frequencies of DCBs versus length. The frequencies are much
lower than expected, leading to the conclusion that compressive stress is present in
the SOI. The results have been fitted using Equation 2.6, with σ as the fitting
variable. The fit resulted in a stress of σ = −32.5± 0.3 MPa.

It is also possible that there is a physical mechanism causing the deviation at

shorter beam lengths. Stress is a complex phenomenon that may have unknown ef-

fects on the DCBs. The majority of the literature discussing compressively stressed

DCBs relates to buckling. To ensure that buckling is not a concern in this work,

the critical buckling length can be calculated using Equation 2.9. Substituting in

σ = −32.5 MPa, the critical buckling length is found to be Lc = 18.2 µm, which

is substantially longer than any of the beams fabricated in this work. Therefore,

the DCBs are not near the buckling threshold, and buckling is likely not the cause

of the poor fit in Figure 4.9. The lack of buckling is further validated by SEM

imaging, as no buckled beams were observed when the devices were imaged. Some

other mechanism, likely related to the large compressive stress, could be affecting

the frequencies of the uncoated DCBs.

The highest resonance frequencies in Figure 4.9 are at ∼15 MHz, and are for

the 8 µm beams. Extrapolating the trend to estimate the resonance frequencies of

the 7 µm beams indicates that the resonance frequencies would be close to 20 MHz,
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which explains why these resonance peaks are not visible in the optical interferom-

etry system.

4.2.2 Quality Factor

The quality factors of the uncoated DCBs are plotted in Figure 4.10. There is a

fairly large spread in Q between devices of the same length. The Q also decreases as

the length increases, which conflicts with the trends exhibited by both thermoelastic

dissipation (Equation 2.13) and clamping loss (Equation 2.15). It seems as though

there is another dissipation mechanism at work in the uncoated DCBs.
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Figure 4.10: Quality factors of uncoated DCBs. The quality factors tend to decrease
as the length increases. The data has been fit with Equation 4.6, with σ and E2

used as fitting variables. The fit results in σ = −35.9±3.5 MPa and E2 = 16.3±1.6
MPa.

In a recent work by the Kotthaus group, a model was derived for the effect of

tensile stress on damping in nanostrings [18]. Their model is general, and here it

has been modified to describe the dissipation in compressively stressed DCBs. The

basis of this model is the expression of stress as function of both a real Young’s

modulus and complex Young’s modulus:
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σ = (E + iE2)ε (4.1)

where E2 is the complex Young’s modulus and ε is the strain. The idea behind

adding a complex Young’s modulus to the standard stress-strain relation is that the

complex modulus can be used to describe the dissipation in the system. For this

reason, the complex Young’s modulus is often called the loss modulus.

The next important equation from Reference [18] describes the energy loss per

cycle based on the presence of the complex Young’s modulus:

d(∆U) = πE2
wtb
8

(
∂u(x)

∂x

)4

dx+ πE2
wt3b
12

(
∂2u(x)

∂x2

)2

dx (4.2)

where ∆U is the energy lost in the beam over one oscillation and dx is the differen-

tial element in the x-direction (along the length of the beam). The first term in this

equation can be attributed to the elongation loss, and the second term is due to the

bending loss. The elongation loss is caused by the beam stretching as it oscillates,

and the bending loss is caused by the beam bending as it oscillates.

In order to simplify Equation 4.2, the authors have assumed the loss due to

bending is much greater than the loss due to elongation. This permits the elimina-

tion of the first term in Equation 4.2 and greatly decreases the complexity of the

model. Despite the fact that this assumption is made for very long nanostrings,

it is also valid for the shorter DCBs in this work. Upon substitution of the mode

shape u(x) (Equation 2.4) into Equation 4.2, the assumption that the bending loss

is greater than the elongation loss reduces to a simpler assumption, which is that

the thickness of the beam is much greater than the amplitude of vibration. This can

be confirmed by calculating the critical amplitude of the DCBs. Above the critical

amplitude, the devices behave nonlinearly. As all of the measurements made in this

study were in the linear regime, the amplitude of the DCBs cannot be above the

critical amplitude. The critical amplitude can be calculated as follows [97]:

acr = 1.685
tb√
Q

(4.3)

Assuming a lower bound ofQ = 2000 for the DCBs from Figure 4.10 and substituting

in the measured thickness from Section 4.1.2 tb=147.5 nm, the critical amplitude

is ∼5.6 nm, which is substantially lower than the thickness of the beam. This

indicates that the elongation loss is negligible for the DCBs and the dissipation

therefore becomes:

∆U = πE2
wt3b
12

∫ L

0

(
∂2u(x)

∂x2

)2

dx (4.4)
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Similarly, the total energy of the beam can be described in terms of the stress and

the Young’s modulus as follows:

U =

∫ L

0

wtbσ

2

(
∂u(x)

∂x

)2

+
Ewt3b

24

(
∂2u(x)

∂2x

)2

dx (4.5)

For a more complete derivation of these equations, please refer to the Supplementary

Information of Reference [18].

The quality factor can be calculated as described in Equation 2.11. Substituting

in the values for ∆U , U , and the mode shape u(x) (Equation 2.4), then integrating

over the length, an expression for the Q as a function of σ and E2 can be obtained.

This expression is as follows:

Q =
0.295σL2

E2t2b
+
E

E2
(4.6)

As the stress approaches zero, the equation for Q is defined simply as the ratio of

the Young’s modulus to the loss modulus, which agrees with the results found by

Yasumura et al. in Reference [43]. To assess the validity of this expression, it has

been fit to the data obtained from the DCBs in this study. The fitting variables

were the stress σ and the loss modulus E2. The fit can be seen as the solid red

line in Figure 4.10. From this fit, σ = −35.9± 3.5 MPa and E2 = 16.3± 1.6 MPa.

The error is relatively high compared to the fit obtained in Figure 4.9; however

this is not unexpected given the large spread in the Q data. The stress obtained

from this fit matches within error to the stress value obtained in the previous sec-

tion (Figure 4.9). It is difficult to state the validity of the value obtained for E2, as

the loss modulus is typically only measured experimentally for elastic materials such

as polymers. Little information exists in the literature for the loss modulus of silicon.

From a more qualitative standpoint, Equation 4.6 shows how the quality factor

varies with the length if a compressive (or tensile) stress is present. Equation 4.6

works well to explain why the Q is decreasing as the length of the beams increases,

in contrast to other DCBs observed in the literature. The presence of a compres-

sive stress is clearly detrimental to Q. In the future, compressive stress should be

avoided. Suggestions to avoid compressive stress include choosing a different sub-

strate, such as high tensile stress SiN, or fabricating cantilever structures that are

not subject to compressive stress.
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4.2.3 Phase

Figure 4.11 shows a polar phase plot for a standard DCB. The plot shown here

is representative of the other uncoated DCBs. The phase meets at the origin and

shows a 180◦ phase shift. In the phase results for the DCBs, there is often a slight

asymmetry in the phase change when plotted in polar coordinates. This can be

seen in Figure 4.11. This could mean there is background phase noise in the system

that is causing asymmetry in the phase. Phase noise may be introduced by the PZ

disk used to drive the devices. The PZ disk has its own unique resonances and can

therefore introduce phase noise into the system. Since most of the DCBs exhibit

this slight asymmetry regardless of their resonance frequencies, it is more likely that

it is a feature of the devices themselves and not due to the PZ disk. The exact

mechanism behind this slight phase asymmetry is uncertain.
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Figure 4.11: Phase shift on resonance for an 10 µm uncoated DCB. This phase data
is the same shown in Figure 4.8, plotted in polar coordinates. This result shows a
very slightly asymmetric phase change.
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4.3 Summary of NEMS Analysis

The most important findings from the uncoated NEMS will be carried over into

the analysis of the GLEMS. Table 4.3 shows a summary of the important values

obtained from the curve fitting analysis described in this chapter. In addition to

these values, the lengths listed in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 will be used in future

analysis.

Table 4.3: Summary of important results from the NEMS. These results will be
used in Chapter 5 for the analysis of the GLEMS.

tb = 147.5 ± 0.3 nm
σ = −32.5± 0.3 MPa
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Chapter 5

Results and Analysis for
GLEMS

This chapter will present the results and analysis for the GLAD-coated NEMS

(GLEMS). First, the quality factors of the GLEMS will be discussed. Then, the

effects of the GLAD coating on the resonance frequencies of the devices will be

analyzed. A theoretical model for the resonance frequencies of the GLEMS will be

derived. Finally, the effects of the GLAD film on the phase responses of the devices

will be presented.

The GLEMS were measured using the identical methodology used for the un-

coated devices. The optical interferometry system was used to detect the amplitude

and phase responses of the GLEMS. Curve fitting was used to extract the resonance

frequencies and quality factors. As the length of the beams was difficult to determine

after the GLAD films had been deposited, the lengths from Tables 4.1 and 4.2 were

used in the analysis of the GLEMS. Since all of the coated and uncoated devices

were fabricated simultaneously on the same chip, they were essentially identical and

the use of the measured lengths from Tables 4.1 and 4.2 is appropriate.

Two thicknesses of GLAD films were investigated, a film nominally 100 nm

thick and a film nominally 300 nm thick. The thicknesses of the GLAD films were

measured using SEM images of the film cross-sections. The samples were carefully

prepared for cross sectional imaging using the method described in Chapter 3. The

film thicknesses were measured using ImageJ. The thicknesses were measured five

times, and from these five measurements an average thickness and a standard de-

viation were obtained. The nominally 100 nm thick film was measured to have a

thickness of t100nm
f = 113.7 ± 1.7 nm. The nominally 300 nm thick film was mea-

sured to have a thickness of t300nm
f = 324.4± 8.1 nm. These experimental values for

thickness are used for various calculations throughout this chapter.
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5.1 Quality Factor

The quality factors of the coated devices are plotted with the uncoated devices for

comparison in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Figure 5.1 shows the results for the cantilevers,

and Figure 5.2 shows the results for the DCBs.
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Figure 5.1: Quality factors of uncoated and coated cantilevers. There is approxi-
mately a one order-of-magnitude decrease in Q between the uncoated and coated
devices. There is no effect of the coating thickness on Q.
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Figure 5.2: Quality factors of uncoated and coated DCBs. The quality factor is
approximately one order-of-magnitude lower for the coated devices. There is no
effect of the coating thickness on the Q.
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For the cantilevers, the coating causes a clear one order-of-magnitude decrease

in the quality factors. There is no apparent difference between the quality factors

of the cantilevers coated with 100 nm of GLAD film and the cantilevers coated with

300 nm of GLAD film. Additionally, the uncoated cantilevers show increasing qual-

ity factors as the length increases, however, the coated devices do not follow this

trend. Similarly for the DCBs, the GLAD coating results in an order of magnitude

decrease at shorter beam lengths. As the beam length increases, the quality fac-

tors of the uncoated devices decrease due to the effect of the compressive stress, as

discussed in Chapter 4. The coated devices do no exhibit this trend, and maintain

a constant quality factor for all beam lengths. This indicates that the Q’s of the

coated DCBs are not limited by the residual compressive stress; rather, another

mechanism is causing the reduction in Q.

As discussed in Chapter 2 (Equation 2.12), there are many possible sources of

dissipation in NEMS. To determine which is the most probable in the GLEMS, each

source of dissipation can be examined. The easiest to eliminate as a potential cause

is viscous damping, because all of the measurements were done in vacuum. TED

should also not be a major cause of damping because the devices are relatively large.

For example, the smallest device in this thesis is a cantilever 3.5 µm long, and would

therefore have the greatest TED. For this device, Equation 2.13 predicts a quality

factor of approximately 5× 104, whereas the actual quality factor is 1.4× 104. This

indicates that the quality factors observed for these devices are below the threshold

for TED. The GLAD film may have some effect on the TED, however, this is diffi-

cult to test without subjecting the GLEMS to very low temperatures, for which a

special experimental setup is required.

The clamping loss can also be examined. According to Equation 2.15, the small-

est cantilever will have the highest clamping loss. This devices has a predicted

Qclamping of 8× 106, which is several orders of magnitude greater than the observed

quality factor. This means that clamping loss should not be responsible for the dis-

sipation in the uncoated devices. For the GLEMS, however, clamping loss may still

be a mechanism because the effect of GLAD films on the clamping loss is unknown.

To experimentally test whether the clamping loss was a factor, the modified devices

with narrowed clamping points (described in Section 3.3) can be examined. Exam-

ples of these devices are shown in Figures 3.9a and 3.9b. The width of the clamping

points in these devices was 100 nm. If clamping loss was the dominant mechanism,

a significant difference in the quality factors of the coated modified devices com-

pared to the coated cantilevers and DCBs should be observed. A plot of the quality

factors of the modified devices is shown in Figure 5.3. The modified devices also
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showed a one order-of-magnitude decrease in quality factor when compared to the

uncoated devices. This indicates clamping loss is not the dominant mechanism in

the GLEMS, as the narrowed clamping point did not significantly change the loss

experienced by the coated devices.
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Figure 5.3: Quality factors of uncoated and coated devices with narrowed clamping
points. Each device shows approximately a one order-of-magnitude decrease in
quality factor after GLAD coating.

It is interesting to note that the 100 nm GLAD coating and the 300 nm GLAD

coating produce the same quality factors. This is in direct contrast to the litera-

ture, where it is observed that increasing the thickness of the sensing layer has a

direct and detrimental effect on Q. One work by the Boisen group showed that only

100 nm of Au on a cantilever caused an order of magnitude decrease in Q, and that

subsequently thicker films worsened Q further [51]. Another example can be found

in a 2007 paper by Dufour, in which the losses caused by the sensing layer were

explained by including the viscoelastic properties of the sensing layer. This resulted

in an equation for Q that was highly dependent on the thickness of the sensing layer

[52]. The primary difference between typical sensing layers, such as polymers or Au,

and the GLAD films is that the GLAD coating is made up of nanostructured pillars

and does not act as a solid, viscoelastic layer. Instead, the posts flex with the beam

motion and do not interact. Thus, no additional damping should be introduced as

the film thickness increases, which is in fact observed in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Since

the thickness of the film does not significantly affect the dissipation, the dissipation

is most likely caused by a surface effect of the GLAD film, instead of a bulk effect.
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The question becomes how the presence of GLAD films, regardless of thickness, can

substantially decrease the Q. The answer lies in the GLAD film growth mechanism.

Studies of GLAD films have shown that during the initial nucleation phase of

GLAD growth, different materials nucleate in different ways. This is due to the

surface energy of the materials. Lower surface energy materials such as Sn tend

to form hemispheres as a more favourable energy state. Higher surface energy

materials (such as SiO2) better wet the substrate surface and are therefore more

spread out during the initial nucleation phase [98]. At high deposition angles, the

strong effect of shadowing quickly forms columnar structures; however, the initial

few tens of nanometres of nucleation layer may still be fairly continuous. Even a

thin continuous layer is likely sufficient to reduce the Q by a full order of magnitude.

To assess whether the SiO2 films grown in this thesis are connected at the base of

the posts by a continuous layer, SEM images of the 100 nm thick and 300 nm thick

GLAD film witness samples were taken. These are shown below in Figure 5.4.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: Cross sections (top) and top-down (bottom) views of (a) 100 nm thick
GLAD posts and (b) 300 nm thick GLAD posts. At the base of the cross sectional
views, a thin layer of quasi-continuous film is observed. The 100 nm posts are also
closer together than the 300 nm posts with a significant amount of material visible
between the larger posts. In (b), the nucleation layer is obscured by the taller, wider
posts. These images suggest there may be a quasi-continuous layer at the base of
the GLAD film.

In Figure 5.4a, the 100 nm GLAD film is imaged both from a top-down view and

a cross sectional view. In the cross section, an uneven, quasi-continuous base layer

is present. There is also a significant amount of material between the larger posts,
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indicating that the posts may be more connected at their bases. These effects are

not as visible in the thicker films as the shadowing mechanism dominates to form

well-separated posts (Figure 5.4b). From these images, it appears that the bases of

the posts are connected by a quasi-continuous layer. This quasi-continuous layer is

clearly sufficient to decrease the Q by one order of magnitude. Fortunately, since

increasing this thickness of the GLAD posts does not have any noticeable effect

on Q, the GLAD film thickness could be increased past 300 nm. This would have

a beneficial effect on the LOD (Equation 1.1) both in terms of the sensing layer

thickness and increased surface area.

5.2 Resonance Frequencies

The addition of the GLAD films causes a noticeable decrease in the resonance fre-

quencies of both the cantilevers and doubly clamped beams. First, the results from

the cantilevers will be examined. Then, the results from the DCBs will be analyzed

based on the findings from the cantilevers.

5.2.1 Cantilevers

Sample resonance frequencies of 100 nm and 300 nm GLAD-coated cantilevers are

shown in Figure 5.5. The signal-to-noise ratio is lower in both cases than the un-

coated case examined in Chapter 4.

The resonance frequencies of the GLEMS are lower than the uncoated devices,

and are plotted versus the cantilever length in Figure 5.6. This is unsurprising, as

the added mass of the GLAD film should decrease the resonance frequency due to

the mass loading effect described in Equation 2.20. Equation 2.20 cannot, however,

be used to predict the frequency shift caused by the added mass of the GLAD film

because this equation assumes the added mass is a small fraction of the overall mass

of the resonator. In the case of the GLEMS, the added mass of the GLAD thin

film is 15% of the overall beam mass for the 100 nm films, and 44% of the overall

beam mass for the 300 nm films. These are clearly not small fractions of the overall

resonator mass, and so a different approach must be used to calculate the resonance

frequencies. Using the method of Sader [99], an alternative formula can be derived

to account for the mass of the added GLAD film. This equation can be used to

predict the resonance frequencies of the GLEMS. The method described by Sader

involves correcting density and Young’s modulus to account for the contributions

from the additional thin film. In this case, only the density contribution is included.

This is because the GLAD films are composed of independent, isolated pillars, and
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Figure 5.5: Sample resonance frequencies and phase shifts of (a) 100 nm GLAD-
coated and (b) 300 nm GLAD-coated cantilevers. Both devices are 3.5 µm long and
are representative of the other coated cantilevers.
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so it is assumed that the mechanical contribution to the system is negligible. There-

fore, no modification of the Young’s modulus is required.
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Figure 5.6: Resonance frequencies of 100 nm and 300 nm GLAD-coated cantilevers
plotted versus cantilever length. The lines show the upper and lower bounds on the
mathematical model derived to predict the resonance frequencies for the 100 nm
(solid lines) and 300 nm (dotted lines) GLAD coatings.

The derivation begins with Equation 2.10, the resonance of a cantilever beam.

This equation is then modified to take into account the added mass of the GLAD

film by modifying ρ. The definition of density is mass divided by volume. The

effective density of the resonator and GLAD film together can be expressed as:

ρtotal =
M +Mf

Lwtb
(5.1)

where M is the mass of the beam and Mf is the mass of the GLAD film. The volume

is simply the volume of the beam, as the GLAD film is extremely porous and adds a

negligible volume contribution to the system. Substituting in the mass of the beam

and the mass of the film results in Equation 5.2:

ρtotal =
tbρ+ tfρf

tb
(5.2)
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where ρf is the film density. Equation 5.2 can be substituted into Equation 2.10 to

give a final equation for the resonance of the GLEMS cantilevers:

fC,GLEMS
0 =

0.162

L2

√
Et3b

tfρf + tbρ
(5.3)

This equation accurately predicts the resonance frequencies of the cantilever de-

vices, as shown by Figure 5.6. In Figure 5.6, the solid red lines are the upper and

lower boundaries given by Equation 5.3 for the 100 nm GLAD coating. The dotted

green lines are the upper and lower bounds given by Equation 5.3 for the 300 nm

GLAD coating. The reason upper and lower bounds are necessary is due to the

use of experimental parameters in calculating Equation 5.3. For example, tb, L, tf,

and ρf all have errors associated with them as they are experimentally determined

parameters. The values for L and tb are those obtained in Chapter 4 (Tables 4.1

and 4.3). The values for film thickness t100nm
f and t300nm

f were obtained as described

at the beginning of this chapter. The value for ρf was obtained from Reference [68].

This value was ρf = 500 kg/m3, a value specific to vertical post SiO2 GLAD films

deposited at 86◦. A 10% error was assigned to this value as it was an experimentally

measured parameter with an unknown error.

From Figure 5.6, it can be seen that Equation 5.3 predicts the resonance fre-

quencies very well for the 100 nm thick GLAD coating on the cantilever devices.

For the 300 nm thick GLAD coating, the fit begins to degrade as the beam length

increases past 5.5 µm. SEM imaging revealed that GLAD film coverage of the beams

worsened as the beams length increased. Figure 5.7 shows several cantilever beams.

From these images is it easily observed that the long cantilevers have poor GLAD

film coverage, whereas coverage improved as the beam length decreases. This lack

of coverage caused the theoretical model to differ from experimental results at long

cantilever lengths because there less mass than predicted on the beams. This lack

of coverage is due to a surface stress introduced by the GLAD film, which bent the

beam out of the incoming SiO2 flux duriing the GLAD deposition. This surface

stress was likely caused by the same quasi-continuous layer that caused the quality

factor to decrease.

Although the introduction of a surface stress from the GLAD film is not ideal,

it provides an avenue to estimate the surface stress caused by the GLAD layer. Ide-

ally, the cantilever deflection could be measured directly and then the stress could

be easily calculated. This was attempted using an optical profilometer (Zygo).

However, the beams were too small for the optical profilometer to resolve. Con-

tact profilometry was not attempted because the stylus of the contact profilometer

was substantially larger than the devices. Since a direct measurement could not
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Figure 5.7: 300 nm GLAD coated cantilevers of varying lengths showing the GLAD
film coverage. The coverage worsens as the beams increase in length. The nominal
beam lengths are (a) 4.75 µm, (b) 5.00 µm, (c) 5.50 µm, and (d) 6.00 µm.

be made, an indirect calculation based on the geometry of the GLAD deposition

process was used to estimate the stress.

Due to the geometry of the devices, there is a minimum deflection (∆zmin) for

which no GLAD will be deposited. Any deflections greater than this minimum de-

flection will result in no GLAD deposition. Deflections less than ∆zmin will result

in full coverage of the cantilevers. ∆zmin is calculated from simple geometry based

on the deposition angle of α = 86◦. At deflections larger than ∆zmin, the side walls

will shadow the incoming flux and prevent the GLAD from depositing on the beam.

A schematic of how this was calculated is shown in Figure 5.8. In this figure, the

dotted green line is ∆zmin. Any deflections greater than the green line will have no

GLAD deposited. Based on the cantilever width of 400 nm and the gap width of

250 nm, ∆zmin = 45.5 nm.

Once the minimum deflection was calculated, the length of cantilever left un-

coated by the GLAD deposition process had to be measured for each length of
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Figure 5.8: The methodology for calculating ∆zmin. This is a simple geometric
argument showing that GLAD deposition cannot occur if the cantilever is deflected
more than ∆zmin. This is because the side walls shadow the incoming flux. The
dotted green line is ∆zmin. This figure shows that ∆zmin = ∆za + ∆zb. Since the
width of the cantilever is known (400 nm) and the gap width is known (250 nm),
∆zmin can be easily calculated using simple trigonometry.

cantilever. SEM images of every cantilever length were taken for the devices coated

with 300 nm of GLAD film. These images were then processed using ImageJ to

measure the uncoated length of cantilever. The uncoated length is called L2. Each

measurement was taken five times and then averaged to produce an average L2 and

a standard deviation that was used as the error in L2. Only the cantilevers coated

with 300 nm of GLAD film were analyzed using this methodology. The 100 nm

GLAD-coated cantilevers were excluded because the uncoated length of the beam

was extremely difficult to determine. Since the GLAD posts are significantly smaller,

it is very difficult to distinguish the fully grown posts from the nucleation layer in

the top-down images of the cantilever beams. Figure 5.9 highlights this difficulty

well. Comparing Figure 5.9 to any of the cantilevers shown in Figure 5.7, it is clear

that L2 is much easier to measure on the cantilevers coated with 300 nm of GLAD

film than the ones coated with only 100 nm of GLAD film. Therefore, only the

cantilevers coated with 300 nm of GLAD film were analyzed.

The next step was to calculate the total deflection of each cantilever. This

was done using simple geometry, similarly to Reference [100]. A constant radius

of curvature (R) was assumed. Figure 5.10 shows the schematic of the cantilever

deflection used to calculate the total deflection at the tip of the cantilever (∆z).

L1 is the coated length of the cantilever, and can be calculated from the expression

L ≈ L1 +L2 where L is the measured length of the cantilevers obtained in Chapter 4

(Table 4.1). This expression may be slightly inaccurate because L is technically the

deflected length of the cantilever, and not the projection of the deflected length onto

the x-axis. However, the deflection of the cantilever is very small in comparison to

the radius of curvature of the beam, meaning that the length L of the undeflected
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5 µm 

Figure 5.9: A nominally 7 µm long cantilever coated with 100 nm of GLAD film. It
is very difficult to determine the point on the beam at which the GLAD ceases to
deposit, and so these devices were excluded from the surface stress analysis.

cantilever is approximately equal to L1 + L2. L1 could not be measured directly

from the SEM images because the undercut caused by the BOE etch is not visible in

the SEM images after the NEMS have been coated with GLAD films. This meant

the starting point of the beam could not be observed and any measurements of L1

would be inaccurate because they would not include the undercut. Thus, L1 had to

be calculated using L and L2.

R 

R 

R 
θ1 

θ2 

Δzmin 

Δz 

L1 

L ≈ L1 + L2  
→ valid for Δz << L  

 

L2 

Cantilever beam 

Figure 5.10: The total deflection is calculated using simple geometry based on this
figure. L and L2 are known from SEM images, and therefore L1 can be calculated
using the formula on the figure. The radius of curvature can then be calculated
using ∆zmin and L1. R and L2 are then used to calculate θ2, which can finally be
used to calculate ∆z.

L1 and ∆zmin can be used to calculate the radius of curvature. It was assumed
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the deflection at the point where the GLAD coverage ceased was ∆zmin. The next

step was to use the radius of curvature to calculate θ2. This is straightforward using

L2 and R. Finally, the total deflection at the tip of the cantilever was calculated

using the following geometric relation [100]:

∆z = R(1− cos θ2) (5.4)

With the length L and the total deflection ∆z obtained, Stoney’s formula could

then be used to calculate the surface stress present on the cantilever beams [14].

Stoney’s formula is a standard equation commonly used to determine the surface

stress in cantilevers operating in static detection mode. The equation is as follows:

∆z =
3(1− ν)σs

Et2b
L2 (5.5)

where ν is Poisson’s ratio and σs is the surface stress caused by the thin film. Pois-

son’s ratio is a material parameter that varies according to the Si crystal plane to

which the devices were aligned. The Poisson’s ratio corresponding to the Young’s

modulus of 150 GPa used throughout this thesis is ν = 0.235. This value is an

average of the Poisson’s ratio of the possible three crystal planes in the (100) Si

[91]. In order to find the surface stress, the deflection ∆z was plotted against the

length squared (L2). In this plot (Figure 5.11), there are two data points that show

a significantly larger deflection than all the other devices. These are the longest

cantilevers and have deflections of ∼200 nm and greater. These devices are most

likely stictioned, as the BOE etch would only etch a depth of ∼190 nm underneath

the beam, compared to the etch depth in the gaps of ∼275 nm. The area under the

beam is etched somewhat slower than the gaps because the beam must be etched

around before the oxide directly under the beam can be accessed by the BOE. The

fact that these two beams, labeled as stictioned in Figure 5.11, have deflections

near the etch depth and are much more significantly deflected than the other beams

shown in the plot, indicates that these beams are most likely stictioned and should

be removed from the analysis.

The remaining data was fit using linear regression. The slope of the fit was used

to calculate σs using Equation 5.5. From the linear regression, the equation of the

line was found to be y = (962±62)m−1x+(28±1)nm. Ideally, the y-intercept should

be zero. It is near zero, but not zero within error. This means that there is likely

some error in the measurements that is unaccounted for. Repeating this experiment

with more data points may result in a y-intercept closer to zero. When Equation 5.5

is used to calculate the slope, the result is σs = 1.34± 0.09 N/m (Figure 5.11).
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Figure 5.11: The cantilever deflections were plotted versus their length squared in
order to find the slope of the linear fit. This slope was then used to calculate the
surface stress using Equation 5.5, also shown on this plot. The two points on the
right (labeled “stictioned”) were excluded from the fit, as their deflections indicated
that the beams had become stictioned. This is because their deflections are very
close to the depth of the oxide etched out by the BOE.

It should be noted that the surface stress is not a “true” stress because the units

are [N/m], instead of [N/m2]. Rather, σs is in the units of a surface energy or in-

terfacial stress [100]. This value cannot be compared directly to other stress values

for GLAD in the literature, and so it is necessary to convert this surface stress to

a normal stress. An estimate for the overall stress can be obtained by normalizing

the surface stress σs over the thickness of the beam. Essentially, this means divid-

ing σs by the beam thickness tb. This resulted in a stress induced by the GLAD

film on the cantilevers of ∆σC
300nm = −9.3 ± 0.6 MPa. This stress is consistent

with that found in Reference [101] for MgF2 slanted posts deposited at 70◦. That

study found greater compressive stresses of −20 MPa, however, the vastly different

morphologies and deposition angles used in Reference [101] and in this thesis work

certainly contribute to the different magnitude of stress observed in the GLAD films.

Although the coverage of the longer cantilevers is incomplete, the shorter can-
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tilevers do exhibit full coverage. The resonance frequencies of the shorter cantilevers

(< 5.5µm) are also well predicted by the theoretical model. This means that the

shorter cantilevers are the most suitable for use in sensing experiments in the future.

The long cantilevers (> 5.5µm) are not ideal for sensing experiments due to their

incomplete coverage. The long cantilevers, however, may be suitable for measuring

the stress caused by GLAD films.

5.2.2 Doubly Clamped Beams

Sample resonance frequencies of the coated DCBs are shown in Figure 5.12. These

have lower signal-to-noise ratios than the cantilevers, and are typical amplitude re-

sponses of the coated DCBs.

The frequency responses of the DCBs were more difficult to analyze than the

cantilevers due to the added complexity of the residual stress in the SOI. The model

to describe the resonance frequency was derived using the same methodology out-

lined in the previous section, by substituting in Equation 5.2 into Equation 2.6.

This resulted in the following equation:

fDCB,GLAD
0 =

1.03tb
L2

√
Et3b

ρtb + ρf tf
+

σtottbL2

3.4(ρtb + ρf tf )
(5.6)

where σtot is the total stress due to both the residual stress in the SOI and the

additional stress from the GLAD film. This stress is not a surface stress, but rather

a bulk stress in units of [Pa]. Figure 5.13 shows the resonance frequencies of the

coated DCBs plotted versus the length. The black and blue points are for the 100

nm thick and 300 nm thick coated devices, respectively. The red and green lines

are fits to the 100 nm and 300 nm data with σtot as the fitting variable. The fits

are fairly good at longer beam lengths, and relatively poor at shorter beam lengths.

This is the same trend that was observed in Chapter 4 for the uncoated DCBs. The

same mechanism described in Chapter 4 is likely responsible for these fits diverging

at shorter beam lengths.

This data was fit with σtot as the fitting variable. An initial plot of the data with

the theoretical model resulted in the theoretical model being substantially different

from the experimental results. After the observations of compressive stress in the

coated cantilevers (previous section), it was determined that additional compressive

stress was present in the DCBs as well. Therefore, the data was fit using Equa-

tion 5.6 with σtot as the fitting variable. The fit produced σ100nm
tot = −37.8 ± 1.1

MPa for the 100 nm GLAD-coated DCBs. For the 300 nm GLAD-coated DCBs,
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Figure 5.12: Sample resonance peaks and phase shifts of 10 µm long DCBs that are
coated with (a) 100 nm GLAD film and (b) 300 nm GLAD film. The amplitude
responses are typical of the coated DCBs.
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Figure 5.13: Resonance frequencies of the coated DCBs plotted versus the length.
The experimental results from the 100 nm and 300 nm GLAD-coated DCBs are
shown by the black and blue points, respectively. The red and green lines show fits
to the data using Equation 5.6.

σ300nm
tot = −39.7 ± 2.0 MPa. These results agree within error, which indicates that

the stress added by the GLAD film is not significantly dependent on the thickness

of the film, which is expected if the stress is only introduced by the first few tens of

nanometres of GLAD film.

The stress introduced by the GLAD film found in the previous section for the

cantilevers can be compared to the additional stress observed for the DCBs. In order

to obtain an estimate for the stress caused by the GLAD film growth in the DCBs,

the value obtained for σ in Chapter 4 can be substracted from both σ100nm
tot and

σ300nm
tot . This results in ∆σDCB

100nm = −5.3±1.1 MPa, and ∆σDCB
300nm = −7.2±2.0 MPa.

These results are within error of each other, and the result for the 300 nm GLAD-

coated DCBs is within error of the cantilever estimate derived in the previous section.

The values are relatively close within error, indicating that the stress caused by the

GLAD film can be estimated resonably well using cantilevers or DCBs. The fact

that these values are in close agreement also supports the use of Equation 5.6 to

model the frequencies of the GLAD-coated DCBs.
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The addition of a compressive stress by both the SOI and the GLAD films com-

plicates the analysis of the GLAD-coated DCBs. Despite this, the stress induced by

the GLAD film growth can be extracted. This estimate for stress has a relatively

high confidence level as the stress calculated for the 100 nm GLAD coated DCBs

and the 300 nm GLAD-coated DCBs are within error, and are comparable to the

results obtained from the cantilevers. In this way, the DCBs could be used to mea-

sure the stress of the GLAD films.

5.3 Phase

Sample phase data plotted against the frequency for GLAD-coated cantilevers is

shown in Figure 5.5 for both the 100 nm and 300 nm thick coatings. The same data

for the GLAD-coated DCBs is shown in Figure 5.12. It can be seen in these plots

that the phase shifts for the 100 nm GLAD-coated cantilevers and DCBs are fairly

similar to the phase shifts observed for the uncoated devices, although the signals are

noisier. Examining the polar plots for the coated cantilevers shows that the phase

shifts are symmetric and the responses begin and end at the origin (Figures 5.14a

and 5.14c). For the 300 nm GLAD-coated cantilevers and DCBs, however, there

appears to be a background signal in the phase. This is noted by the slope present

in the background of the phase signals in Figures 5.5b and 5.12b. In order to exam-

ine these phase signals more closely, they have been plotted on polar phase plots in

Figures 5.14c and 5.14d for the cantilever and DCB responses, respectively.

The responses shown in Figures 5.14c 5.14d for the 300 nm GLAD-coated de-

vices and are somewhat asymmetric, and the ends of the phase responses do not

meet in the origin. These responses represent a middle ground in the data. Some

of the responses are nearly symmetric and appear very similar to the uncoated re-

sponses. Others exhibit even more asymmetric responses with the tails very far

from the origin. The mechanism for this decrease in the quality of the phase signal

is uncertain. There is the possibility of a frequency-dependent background. This

background is not introduced by the PZ disk because these responses are observed

across the frequency spectrum, and not just at frequencies where the PZ disk had a

phase signal.

The phase noise should not be introduced by the individual resonances of the

GLAD posts. Modeling an individual GLAD post as a cantilever to estimate the

resonance frequencies of the posts using Equation 2.10 gives a resonance frequencies

in the GHz range. Therefore, any phase response from the individual posts should
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Figure 5.14: Polar phase plots of the coated devices. (a) 100 nm GLAD-coated
3.5 µm long cantilever, (b) 100 nm GLAD-coated 10 µm long DCB, (c) 300 nm
GLAD-coated 3.5 µm long cantilever, (d) 300 nm GLAD-coated 10 µm long DCB.

not be visible at the MHz resonance frequencies used in this thesis work. It is possi-

ble than an ensemble of posts, a large post, or piece of surface debris on the NEMS,

provided some phase background. This may be why the phase response was more

asymmetric in some devices than others. Further study of this degradation in phase

would be required to ascertain the exact mechanism.

Despite the fact that there was some asymmetry in the phase responses for some

of the coated devices, the overall phase responses were still of a high enough quality

to be tracked with a phase-locked loop. This means that the GLAD-coated devices

would be viable in a sensing experiment requiring this type of technology, which is

highly beneficial.
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5.4 Summary of GLEMS Analysis

The quality factors, resonance frequencies, and phase responses of the GLEMS have

been analyzed. A summary of the important numerical findings is included in Ta-

ble 5.1. Examination of the quality factors showed an order of magnitude decrease

in the Q of the GLEMS compared to the uncoated NEMS. This decrease in Q is

most likely due to the quasi-continuous GLAD nucleation layer. This layer is only

tens of nanometres thick, and as a result, the Q is unaffected by increasing the

GLAD film thickness.

The resonance frequencies of the GLAD-coated cantilevers are well predicted by

the model derived in this thesis (Equation 5.3). The resonance frequencies of the

GLAD-coated DCBs are predicted reasonably well for long device lengths; however,

the resonance frequencies of the shorter devices are overestimated by the derived

model (Equation 5.6). This overestimation is consistent with the overestimation

observed in the uncoated devices. Therefore, the model fits relatively well; however,

an improvement to the original frequency model for the uncoated devices would

result in more accurate prediction of the GLEMS DCBs resonance frequencies.

The GLAD film introduced compressive stress into the cantilevers and DCBs.

The stress caused by the GLAD film was calculated in both cases. The values of

these stresses can be seen below in Table 5.1. These stresses agreed within error

or nearly within error of each other, indicating a reasonably accurate estimation of

the compressive stress introduced by the GLAD film. Although the introduction of

a compressive stress is not ideal for sensing experiments, the GLEMS have demon-

strated the capability of quantifying both the magnitude and type of stress.

The GLEMS showed clear 180◦ phase responses, although some of these re-

sponses also showed background phase noise. The source of this phase noise is

uncertain and requires more study to determine an exact cause.

Table 5.1: Summary of important results from the GLEMS

t100nm
f = 113.7 ± 1.7 nm
t300nm
f = 324.4 ± 8.0 nm

∆σC
300nm = −9.3± 0.6 MPa

∆σDCB
100nm = −5.3± 1.1 MPa

∆σDCB
300nm = −7.2± 2.0 MPa
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The goal of this thesis work was to develop a fabrication procedure for high sur-

face area nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS), and to thoroughly characterize

the devices. The devices were designed for use in NEMS-based gravimetric sens-

ing applications such as gas chromatography. Glancing angle deposition (GLAD)

thin films were used as the high surface area layer. GLAD film properties such as

high surface area, low density, and vertical post morphology were highly compati-

ble with NEMS resonators. SiO2 vertical posts deposited with GLAD at 86◦ were

successfully deposited onto NEMS cantilevers and doubly clamped beams (DCBs)

with good film uniformity and limited edge effects. Some of the longer cantilevers

were uncoated by GLAD films at the tips of the cantilevers. The short cantilevers

and DCBs all displayed full, uniform coverage by the high surface area GLAD films.

The GLAD film-coated NEMS were called GLEMS for brevity. To the best of our

knowledge, these devices are the first-ever high surface area NEMS.

The quality factors of the GLEMS were one order of magnitude lower than their

uncoated counterparts. The reduction in quality factor is most likely due to the

presence of a thin, quasi-continuous nucleation layer at the base of the GLAD film.

This nucleation layer is sufficiently continuous to act as a viscoelastic layer, which

damps the GLEMS substantially. The order-of-magnitude decrease in quality factor

is present for both the cantilever and doubly clamped beams.

The resonance frequencies of the GLEMS were lower than the uncoated devices

because the GLAD films introduced a mass loading effect. Theoretical models were

derived to predict the resonance frequencies of the GLEMS by introducing a den-

sity correction into the formulas for resonance frequency. This model predicts the

resonance frequencies of the GLEMS cantilevers with a high accuracy. The only ex-

ception to this is the longer cantilevers that are incompletely coated by the GLAD

films. These cantilevers have higher resonance frequencies than predicted by the
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model because there is less mass loading by the film than expected. The model de-

scribes the resonance frequencies of the shorter, fully coated, cantilevers within error.

The model accurately describes the resonance frequencies of the long DCBs,

however, the model tends to overestimate the frequencies of the short DCBs. This

is not a flaw in the model derived in this thesis. Rather, it is a flaw of the equa-

tion from the literature used to model the uncoated DCBs. There was an initial

residual compressive stress in the substrate from which the devices were fabricated.

Therefore, a modified formula for the resonance frequency had to be used to model

the uncoated DCBs. This formula is typically used for tensile stress in NEMS, but

it is theoretically valid for compressive stress as well. This equation overestimated

the resonance frequencies of the shorter uncoated DCBs, and this error was carried

through for the short GLAD-coated DCBs. An improved equation describing com-

pressively stressed DCBs would greatly benefit the GLAD-coated DCB frequency

model.

It was observed that the GLAD film introduced an additional compressive stress

into the GLEMS. This was visually observed in SEM images of the cantilevers. The

tips of the cantilevers were uncoated due to a compressive stress introduced by the

GLAD film bending the beams out of the path of the incoming vapour flux dur-

ing deposition. Using a geometrical argument, an estimate of the stress caused by

the GLAD film was extracted from the cantilevers. This estimate was corroborated

with estimates obtained from curve-fitting to the resonance frequencies of the DCBs.

These estimates gave compressive stresses in the range of 5.3–9.3 MPa, comparable

to results obtained from other GLAD films in the literature. The introduction of

a compressive stress by the GLAD film is undesirable for sensor applications, as it

results in the cantilevers being incompletely coated and difficulty in the prediction

of the resonance frequencies of the DCBs. However, the quantification of the stress

introduced by the GLAD film is useful in and of itself. The longer GLAD-coated

cantilevers and the GLAD-coated DCBs may find additional use as stress measure-

ment devices for GLAD films.

6.1 Directions for Future Work

The loss of quality factor is one of the most significant drawbacks of the GLEMS.

This may be remedied by introducing a seed layer at the base of the GLAD films.

Seeding is a technique where small dots of material are introduced at regular spac-

ings to provide nucleation points for the GLAD films. This can be done using

electron beam lithography, nano-imprint lithography, or by performing depositions
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of specific materials at high temperatures. The GLAD films are deposited on top

of the seeding layer. The benefit of seeded films is that the nucleation points are

specifically introduced by the seeds, which means that the semi-continuous layer

causing the damping in the GLEMS would be reduced or eliminated. Therefore,

the seeding layer would likely improve the quality factor and decrease the stress

introduced by the GLAD film.

The next step in this project would be to functionalize the GLAD film using a

surface functionalization technique. Ideally, the surface functionalization procedure

should not affect the quality factor or the surface stress of the GLEMS, however,

the effect of surface functionalization on the GLEMS would have to be determined

experimentally.

The most important future work would be to use the GLEMS in a sensing ex-

periment to determine the true effect of the high surface area layer on the sensitivity

and limit of detection (LOD). The GLEMS should be compared to uncoated devices

to quantify enhancements in sensitivity, LOD, and response time introduced by the

GLAD film.

6.2 Summary

High surface area NEMS were successfully fabricated through the deposition of

GLAD thin films on already-released NEMS. This is the first report of successful

fabrication and characterization of high surface area NEMS. The quality factors and

resonance frequencies of the GLEMS were analyzed to provide insights into the de-

vice physics. The stress introduced by the GLAD film was quantified. High surface

area NEMS may be used as thin film stress sensors, but are primarily suited for

surface area enhanced NEMS-based gravimetric sensors.
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Appendix A

Gnuplot Curve Fitting

#curve fitting using lorentzian for resonance 

measurements 

 

FIT_LIMIT = 1e-20 

 

set fit errorvariables 

 

#initial parameters 

a=2e7 

yo=-1.6437e-5 

fo=4.95215e6 

q=190.878 

 

#defining function, for derivation see Nanomechanics by Cleland 

 

lorentzian(x)=yo+a*sqrt(1/((x**2-fo**2)**2+(fo**2/q)**2)) 

 

#fitting function 

 

fit lorentzian(x) '12_6.001.dat' every ::5 using 1:2 via a, yo, fo, q 

plot '12_6.001.dat' every ::5, lorentzian(x) 

save var '12_6.txt' 

The code used to fit the resonance curves is shown above. The Lorenztian function

is Equation 2.19. The code was run for each resonance curve. The values were

initialized based on a visual inspection of the curve. If the values were initialized

too far from the actual values, the code would not converge, and so choosing ap-

propriate initial values was important. The code was typically run several times for

each curve in order to improve the initial conditions and obtain the fit with minimal

error.
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